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Blanton
Resident
denied
speech
by Glenn Steinberg
On September 17, a
Blanton Hall resident signed
away her consitutional right
to speak her native tounge,
Spanish, in her own room.
Eva Santiago in a dis
pute with her roommate, Jenn ife r D rech en sig n ed a
roomate contract that stated
she would only speak Span
ish to her parents.
“When I heard this I
was outraged.” said Shelly
Jackson, director of Blanton
Hall.
The incident started
when Santiago told Drechen
that she did not want her male
friends to visit late at night
due to the fact that she could
not sleep. Santiago said this
started constant bickering
between the roomates and
resulted in the intervention
o f R esid en t A ssistan t
Cynthia Wroblewski. They
discussed the problems they
had w ith each o th er to
W roblewski and together
they drew up a Roommate
Contract.
Santiago said she was
hesitant to sign the contract
but felt pressured into sign
ing and said Wroblewski said
“ The faster you decide,
[whether or not to sign the
contract] the faster we can
leave.”
Jackson was surprised
that the stipulation had been
included about speaking
Spanish and wondered why
Santiago agreed to it if she
did not have to.
Assisatant Manager,
Rachelle St. Louis, pulled
Santiago aside and told her
that this clause was wrong,
but she signed it anyway,
said Jackson.
Jackson would like to
make it clear that the rumors
spreading around that this inPlease turn to DENY page 5
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Bohn fire system on the blink
by Jennifer Prentice
The Bohn Hall fire alarm
system has been repeatdly mal
functioning since Sept. 23. The
10-year-old deteriorating fire
alarm system was scheduled to
be replaced over winter break,
but did not make it until then,
said Sherill Cantrell, director
of Bohn Hall.
“It’s safe enough to live
here,” Cantrell said. There has
been no danger to the approxi
mately 547 students living in
Bohn and the Residence Life
Staff have been enacting emer
gency fire procedures for the
past 10 days.
The E.P. Reid alarm com
pany was brought in on Sept.
28 to begin repairs on the sys
tem which were completed OcL
2. During a fire drill on Oct. 4
it was detected that the alarms
were not working in all zones,
saidMaijoree Coleman-Carter,
Director of Residence Life.

Bohn Hall houses approximate 550 residents
Two days later, Tuesday,
Oct 4, the system was back on
line, but it is not known how
long it will continue to work.
An emergency meeting
was held yesterday morning to
Please turn to BOHN page 5

College freezes
hiring due to
state budget cuts
by Greg MacSweeney
Due to cuts over the past
few years in MSC’s budget, a
hiring freeze has been set in
every department except for fac
ulty, said Dr Thom as Auch vice
president of finance.
According to Auch ap
proximately 140 jobs have been
frozen so far, and none of them
are due to layoffs.
“There are no layoffs,”
said Auch, “All of the jobs that
have been frozen are due to re
tirements or resignations.“
“The main problem is the
bu d g et,” says Dr. R ichard
Lynde, vice president o f aca
demic affairs. “With a $5-7
million reduction in the budget

by fiscal year ‘94 all depart
ments must reorganize. All the
staff is being reduced except for
the faculty.”
Approximately fifty per
cent of the jobs that have been
frozen will remain frozen per
manently. The other half will
either be reopened or reorga
nized when the budget permits.
Although the classrooms
will not be affected, campus life
may become slightly more dif
ficult due to decreased man
power in both security and po
lice along with possible delays
in maintenance productivity due
to lack of staff.

Masturbator arrested
by Jean Paternoster
A Montclair man has been
charged with lewdness after al
legedly-exposing himself to two
female students at the Clove
Road apartments last week,
Campus Police said.
Michael A. Primamore,
24, ofValley Road, was arrested
on a disorderly person’s offense
after one of the women filed a
complaint against him.
The complaintant, a 21year-old seniorpsychology ma
jor, said that while entering her
vehicle at 9:10 p.m. on Sept. 27
the suspect pulled alongside her
and asked for directions to
Bloomfield Avenue.
While giving directions,
she saw him masturbating but
ignored his act because, “It’s
important not to react. By react
ing you encourage him,” she
said.
She then observed the sus
pect as he drove 100 feet away
and repeated the offense to a
second woman. Taking down

the license plate number, she
instructed the second woman to
call the police while she pur
sued him in her vehicle. She lost
the suspect by Route 46 and
went directly to police.
“I turned him in because I
think he needs help,” the com
plainant said, “This type of sex
offense, they’rereally cowards.”
While Primamore would
not comment his mother said
that this is the first time this has
happened. “Michael is presently
under psychiatric care and we’ll
do whatever it takes to get him
well,” she said. “The family is
doing all we can to help him and
support him.”
Primamore is scheduled
to appear before Little Falls
municipal court's Judge John
Gavenda on Oct. 28. He faces a
possible maximum penalty of
six months in jail and up to a
$1,000 fine, plus a mandatory
$50 violent crimes compensa
tion penalty.

Walker sets rushing record
Senior tailback John Walker became MSC’s all-time lead
ing rusher with a 151-yard effort in the Red Hawks 27-7 win
against Ramapo College on Saturday’s 14th Annual Pride Bowl

Game.
Walker broke the old mark o f 2,942 yards set by Leroy
Horn in 1987. He currently has 3,109 yards rushing, with six
games left in die season. (See stories page 22 and 24.)

In News Briefs this
week, there is a speech on
AIDS in the Student Center
in room 417. Refreshments
will be served as Professor
Ruth Bayard Smith talks
about the Arthur Ashe story
and the ethics of the situa
tion. It takes place October
19 at 1p.m..
Compiled by T.S. Lawton from The New York Times, The Herald, The Star Ledger, The Record, and CNN.

Personal Growth work
shops will be held this
month. Some of the work
shops are; Adult Children of
Alcoholics, Overcoming
Stress, and Survivors of
Destructive or Abusive
families. For more informa
tion about these intriguing
topics and the whens and
wheres, contact the Psycho
logical Services at ext. 5211.

INTERNATIONAL
President Bush in com
ments aimed at hispanic voters
promised in a second term he
would increase U.S. pressure on
Cuba to abandon Communism.
Bush said,’H e ’s still denying
human rights there, he is still
putting the arm onhis ownpeople,
and crushing them down, and he
can’t go on.”
President Ion Diesev and
his main opponent in last weeks
election have been forced into a
runoffelection. Diesev only mus
tered 47% to the 31% for second
place. Emil Constantinesev of the
Democratic Convention. Itiesev
is expected to win a four year
term on Sunday, he is a former
Communist.
The Red Cross yesterday
suspended food air lifts to the
town of Belet Huen after gun
man looted a kitchen and threat
ened aid workers. The looters
kiDed one person and took 440
pounds of rice, beans, and veg
etable oil.
Over 25,000 people ral
lied against the new wave ofNeoNazi attacks in several German
cities. Many refugee camps and
immigrants have faced usually
young rightist reactionaries who
have attacked them for taking
Germanjobs and burdening their
economy.
The hole in theozone layer
over Antartica has returned and
it’s bigger and badder than ever
according to scientists. It has
grown by 15% and it now has a
friend to play with. It’s cousin in
the Northern Hemisphere which
slipped as far South as New En
gland and possibly over our area
during March of 92.

Ron Hollander, our
wonderful and enlightening
advisor has been honored as
CMA Honor Roll Advisor.
Congratulations, Ron! !!
It’s open mic on Mon
day October 12! !! At 7:30
come to the Student Center
Annex to perform for all
your friends! !! Come out
and show your school spirit.
There is a Journalism
meeting open to students and
faculty on October 19 at
lp.m. in room 417 in the
Student Center. Find out
more about the Journalism
minor that is offered at MSC
and tell them if it is fitting
your needs.

NATIONAL

LOCAL

Car jacking was made a
federal offense by Congress just
before session ended. It now car
ries a sentence of 15 years to life.
The law is in responsive to the
wave of car thefts undertaken in
order to ram into police cars in
our nations’ cities.
Congress overrode Presi
dent Bush’s veto of the Cable
BiD.This is the first veto con
gress has beaten Bush on. The
house voted 308-114 and the
Senate 74-25 both accruing the
needed two-thirds majority to
override a veto. The BiD reim
poses government regulation of
the .cable T.V. industry.
Ross Perot spent his first
weekend as an official candidate
for President under wraps work
ing on campaign strategy. Ac
cording to new polls, Perot lags
in athirdplace spot. Clinton leads
with 53%, Bush 36%, and Perot
only 9%. Perot spoke on national
television on Tuesday night in
his first nationwide commercial.
A massive storm spanned
tornadoes and dumped torrential
rain in the southeast Parts of
southern Georgia were flooded
under 10 inches of rain. Pinellas
Park Florida had three deaths
from twisters, that injured 25
others.Two people died there.
President Bush’s lawyer
said Bush had no knowledge of
the Iran-Contra scandal. Richard
SecordandHowardTeicher.both
players in the scheme, have al
leged that Bush not only was part
of the scandal but an avid sup
porter of the arms for hostage
deal.

Paterson police are upset
with the most recent flare up of
anti-cop sentiment in Patterson.
It started to increase with the
L.A. riots but has grown in oc
currence since the 20% pay in
crease awarded to Patterson’s
“finest” in July. Many of the com
ments hurled at police accuse
them of being abusive and lazy.
The police say they are under
staffed. One resident of Auburn
St. said,’Tt’s like we have no
rights. I think we would respect
the police more if they treated us
like human beings instead of like
dogs."
Areligious leader inNewaricis accusing police of cover
ing up and causing the death of a
14 year old. The boy stole a car
and was pursued by police. The
police claim the boy crashed and
died when he faded to make the
turn. A reverend said police were
ramming his car and forced him
into a pole.
Forty two Chapters of the
state N.A.A.C.P. voted unani
mously toopposeabill that would
allow municipalities to impose
or enforce a 10 p.m. curfew for
people under 16. They are also
saying they will oppose celebra
tions of Columbus’s voyage and
discovery of our continent. Keith
Jones, the organization’s conference president, said the bill has
too many negative implications.
In a 5-2 ruling the New
Jersey Supreme Court canceled
an emergency court order that
prevented the state from laying
off 1,500 workers and reassign
ing 4000 people . The cuts are
related to shrinking budgets.
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sunny
low:35
high:68
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cloudy
could rain
low: 38
high:62
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Rain
low: 48
high: 62
SATURDAY

partly cloud; partly cloudy
breezy
could rain
low: 39
low: 34
high:59
high: 60
SUNDAY
MONDAY

Mike Cappadona's name was mis
spelled in the O ct.l, 1992.
issue.Also,Olympic swimmer Ron
Karnaugh's name was misspelled in
the photo captions.

It is the policy of The Montclarion to correct any errors. If
you spot an error please notify
us at 893-5169
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SGA approves $26,000
fo r revamping ofW M SC
turn on and off their transmitter
by remote control.
Additional equipment set
to be purchased is a Radix dis
tribution amplifier, and Broad
cast electronics FM exciter,
which makes broadcasts in ste
reo, and a Technics turntable.
“This equipment will re
place old and broken equipment
and move WMSC into the ‘90s”
said Marco Espinoza, station
production director.
WMSC has been work
ing since last semester on re
search to find the best equip
ment at the lowest prices. The
general staff ofW M SC praised
Stuart Weissman, general man
ager of the station, for the enor
mous amount of work he has
done. In his research Weissman

by Steve Gateward
The SGA unanim ously
approved Wednesday night the
appropriation of $25,967 for
WMSC to purchase new broad
casting equipment.
The money will go to
purchase an audio arts board
which controls how the music is
heard over the air and audio arts
furniture that holds the board
secure. A Panasonic DAT (Digi
tal Audio Tape) player that is
capable of recording sound with
CD quality. They also plan to
get a Genter telephone hybrid
which allow the station to talk to
callers on the air. Along with
the other equipment they plan to
buy a Burk transmitter remote,
which will allows WMSC to

contacted many top rated col
lege stations to see what equip
ment they use.
The entire executive staff
was on hand when Weissman
made his presentation to the
SGA, and gave him their full
support. “His presentation was
highly professional, (he) thor
oughly explained the need for
everypieceofequipment. There
was no need to question his rea
sons.” said SGA legislator
Moses Sackowitz. His presen
tation lasted well over an hour
and incorporated the use of an
oveihead projector.
Thestationplans to dedi
cate the new studio equipment
to former WMSC DJ Johnathan
Eleazar, and hope to have a
plaque and a ceremony.

Computer components stolen
by Sean Carrol

!
i
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j

On Friday, September
25, approxim ately $1,000
worth of computer compo
nents belonging to the Classics Department were stolen
from Room 402 in Partridge
H all, said Dr. Tim othy
Renner, head of the department.
According to Renner, a
monitor, CD-ROM reader, a
keyboard and the CD-ROM
disk containing C lassical
Greek literature were stolen.
He feels the base of the com
puter was left behind only be
cause it was attached to the
table by a security cable. The
complete system, with the

base, is worth $4,000. Renner
said the system is expensive be
cause so few of them are manu
factured. There are only two
other machines in New Jersey,
at Princeton and Rutgers, and
only about 300 machines world
wide.
The cortiputer, which is
manufactured by the Ibycus
Corporation is not compatible
with the IBM or the Macintosh
system. It is designed to search
Classical Greek literature for
specific information and topics.
Renner said since the computer
is only built for this purpose it
would be rather useless for the
average individual.
Renner discovered the

CDv\ F V i d a y O e f o b e .

10/

breakin and believes that
somebody stumbled upon the
open room and grabbed the
computer. There were IBM
machines in the room as well,
but they were not touched.
Renner explained that the
room is not normally left open
but there are many faculty
members who use the system
the door was probably left un
locked accidently. Most of the
faculty have keys to this room.
Renner is offering an
unspecified reward to any
person(s) who return the parts,
no questions asked. He can be
contacted at home, his phone
number is 783-6084.
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Bushes at Clove
intersection being
removed
by Laurle-Elalne
Matrlclan
The bushes along the
C love R oad in tersectio n ,
which many students believe
obstructed drivers’ views and
may have been the cause of
numerous accidents, are in the
process of being removed.
Joe McGinty, head of
maintenance said, they have
beenplanning to remove these
bushes for a long time. The
bushes are stalky and out of
shape, he sa id .
“We plan to remove all
the bushes and do something
different with the area,” said
McGinty. He explained the dif
ficulty with doing something
new at the intersectionbecause
of the close proximity to the
road and with winter approach
ing, the possibility of snow is

likely. Maintenance isconsulting with CedarGrove Nursery
to determine the best land
scape.
“We want to remove
them and just do something
different. W e’re going to give
the area a whole new look,”
said McGinty.
One student, Kim
G uadagnini, who was in 
volved in a car accident at this
intersection, said she was
happy to see that they were
finally removing the bushes.
“I was glad to see some of the
bushes removed. Luckily, I
don’t think there were any
other accidents, and hopefully
there won’tbe any more,“ said
Guadagnini.
McGinty could not esti
mate the date of completion of
this landscaping project, but
said it is being worked on now.

Hazing problems
throughout New
Jersey campuses
by Mike Cappadona
Hazing among campus
organizations is a problem that
plagues colleges and universi
ties throughout New Jersey.
Several institutions have
taken action against organiza
tions that were found guilty of
violating campus policies as well
as local laws!
TrentonState College had
an incident last year where a
national fraternity was charged
with having an illegal little sis
ters group, said M arguerite
Stubbs, associate dean of stu
dents atTrenton State. The little
sister group consisted of female
students who served as a sup
port group for the fraternity. The
female .group was not a Greek
organization, but did have a
pledge class and paid member
ship dues. The sister group was
accused of hazing its members
by making them wear inappro
priate clothing.
“Little sister groups were
banned from this institution
three years ago,” said Stubbs.
“Because the groups are illegal,
the fraternity was’ suspended
from the institution for three
years and by their national of
fice for five years. This is the
only incident where a fraternity
needed to be disciplined.”
Tau Kappa Epsilon (TKE)
of Seton Hall University was
suspended for a period of two
years for violation of hazing
p o licies, said Greg M ikalauskas, dean of students at
Seton Hall. Mikalauskas said

that information was received
from the police that TKE was
hazing their pledges. An inves
tigation was then conducted, fol
lowed by a hearing that decided
the fraternity should be sus
pended for two years. “This is
the only major incident that has
occured at Seton Hall,” said
Mikalauskas.
Rutgers U niversity of
New Brunswick has faced more
serious problems with hazing.
Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity
was suspended for seven years
when James Callahan died of
alcohol poisoning while pledg
ing, said Theresa Loser, dean of
fraternity and sorority affairs at
Rutgers. Also in March of 1990,
evidence was found that Delta
Upsilon, a 130-year-old frater
nity at Rutgers, was branding
theirpledges with hot coat hang
ers. The fratemitywas also
alloweing people to pledge that
did not meet the academic stan
dards required by the school.
A hearing review board
found the students responsible
for hazing. The fraternity faced
suspension and loss of recogni
tion for three years, or until all
current members graduated. The
fraternity may possibly return
in the Fall of ‘94. “We abso
lutely will not tolerate this be
havior,” said Loser, “because it
hurts the whole system, not just
the individual. We are very proGreek, and these incidents have
nothing to do with what a frater
nity or sorority stands for.”
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Latin American Student Organization
Presents:

O ctober 10, 1992
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$10 w/o MSC ID

For More Info.
Contact Letty at
893-4440
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BOHN, from page 1
determine whether to fix the
present system or to begin in
stalling the new system now
instead of waiting until winter
break.
Doug Cooper, assistant
director of facilities said a deci
sion was made to begin an emer
gency bidding process to have
the new system put in. Bids are
expected to be in by the end of
today and the contract may be
awarded by the end of the week.
Work is expected to begin early
next week, Cooper said.
D r . D o m e n i c a
Desiderioscioli, vice president
of student affairs said,the alarm
system was allowed to deterio
rate because there were other
bills that had to be taken care of
first. The system was still work
ing so there was no need to fix it
since it was scheduled to be
replaced.
The system did meet all
criteria of state fire codes and
was acceptable by MSC Fire
Marshall Dominick DiSimone.
“The health, welfare, and
safety of students is of para
m ount
im p o rtan ce,’’said
Desiderioscioli. She continued
by saying if students feel they
are not being taken care of they
can speak with her and she will
address the problem.
After the intitial system
failure, floormeetings were held
and emergency guidelines were
given to all students and loud
speakers and air horns were
given to Residence Life staff
members.
Students were given writ
ten evacuation and emergency
procedures from Carter’s office
which state:
-Evacuation procedures
will be distributed to student
staff and students.
-Air horns and fire extin
guishers will be distributed to
student staff and an extinguisher
usage class will be given to all
students.
-Creation, distribution,
and installation of signs declar
ing the status of the system and
advising residents to call front
desk and police if a fire is de
tected.
-Extra exit signs and bat
tery operated smoke detectors
will be temporarily installed in
common areas.

-A fire watch will be con
ducted by student staff from
7a.m. to 1lp.m and from 11p.m.
to 7a.m. a security officer will
conduct the watch.
-Front desk will be given
procedures to handle fire calls
in which they will alert campus
police and the municipal fire
department.
-Residence Life staff will
be required to check their hall
ways for combustibles and re
move trash from the building
twice daily.
-Security will receive a
radio tuned to campus police
from 11p.m. to 7a.m. in case
phone lines become inoperable.
Bullhorns will also be pur
chased. The possibility of pur
chasing one set of long distance
walkie-talkies to contact cam
pus police will be looked into.
The student fire watch,
overnight security, and police
notification were cancelled, said
Cooper, when the system went
back on line. The extra smoke
detectors and the air horns at the
front desk will remain as added
precaution.
The new system will be
paid for from the residence life
account which is augmented by
deposits left on dorm rooms and
apartments. Commuterstudents
will not be affected.
Since the system has been
inoperable there have been no
fires but three alarms were
sounded. One case was that a
student had overstuffed a wash
ing machine and it began to
smoke.
The integrity of the 10year-old field wiring must be
checked for any possible prob
lems before companies can give
bids, said Cooper. MSC is look
ing at E.P.Reid, Fire and Secu
rity Specialists, Garden State,
and J.M. Grace for bids.
Cantrell gives a lot of
credit to the Bohn Hall student
staff,’’they really pulled to
gether”. She said they don’t get
the praise they deserve.
Evacuation times have
decreased from 15 minutes with
the old system to 12 minutes
w ith the louder air horns.
Cantrell said the air horns will
wake you from a deep sleep,
unlike the present system.

D E N Y , fro m p a g e 1

| cident was racial are false and that it was just a
understanding and patience on both parts.
Members of the Latin American Student Organization
(LASO) Luis Correa, Olga Monterò, aud Barbra Torres were
made aware of the situation.
“That’s not right. A contract should have never been
brought up. It could have been avoided,” said Torres.
“They could have talked it out instead of using a con
tract,” said Monterò.
When told about the situation, Associate Director of
Residence Life, Connie Ford replied that “it’s a sharie that she
{.Santiago} signed it”.
• ...
•..
Drecheo and WroWewski refused to corureent on the
,

CAMPUS POLICE REPORT
Assault
9/30/92: A student re
ported that he had been as
saulted in Blanton Hall Caf
eteria by a female. While the
officer was taking the state
ment he received a phone call
from a nurse in the Health
Center who said she was treat
ing a female patient who sus
tained an injury in a physical
altercation in the cafeteria.
The male said he was
having dinner when the fe
male came up behind him and
startedshoutinginsults athim.
He said he ignored her and as
a result she struck him on the
back of his head and walked
away stating that he Better not
touch her. He said he got up,
took a plate of mashed pota
toes and smashed it into her
face. He began to walk away
when she lunged after him
grabbed his neck, scratching
the left side of his neck and
breaking his gold chain. He
said he shoved her away and
she fell against a cement col
umn. He claims he did noth
ing to provoke her and feels
he was humiliated.
She said she he brushed
up against her.
The female was taken
toMontclairCommunity Hos
pital for X-Rays to her head.
Complaints were signed
by both parties on 10/6 and
the case will be heard in Little
Falls Court on 10/21/92.

Theft from Motor
Vehicle
/28/92: A student
parked his car in Lot 22 and
upon returning found his car
radio had been stolen.
9/28/92: A female stu
dent parked her car in Lot 23
and her car radio and tire were
missing.
9/30/92 : A student
parked his car in Lot 30 West
Side. When he returned, he
found that his driver’s side
fro n t d o o r w indow was
smashed, and speaker and an
Olympus camera were taken
from tbe trunk.
9/30/92: Student re
ported the front door driver’s
side window broken and a
pull-out radio missing from
his vehicle.

Stolen Motor Vehicle
10/3/92: A male stu
dent parked his vehicle in Lot
14 during a football game and
upon returning his car was
gone. When he got home he
received a call from the Essex
County Police stating that they
located his vehicle in Newark
and that the vehicle had been
overturned and was totalled.

,'*'**** *'**********'**v *****v> *v **" ' *
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bythe incident«

Theft

9/29/92: A student states
that after football practice he
noticed his locker opened and
$1,267.00 was taken out of his
right front pocket. When going
into the lockerroom he observed
a student leaving the locker room
on a few occasions when things
have been stolen. He may be a
suspect.
.9/30/92: An employee of
the shuttle bus system reported
that her pocketbook was taken
from beside her in the bus.
10/1/92: A Blanton Hall
resident claims he left his wal
let on his bathroom sink for a
moment while he went to the
room next door to discuss
evening plans with his friend.
When he came back his wallet
was gone. He figured that he
didn’t have to lock his door be
cause he would be right back.
10/2/92: Astudentput her
pocketbook beside her chair in
one of the cafeterias. When she
opened her purse to get her wal
let, it was missing.
10/2/92: A Music Build
ing mployee reported a VCR
missing from a classroom. A
professor was the last person to
see the VCR. It was attached to
a TV stand by a wire cable and
a plate which was ripped from
the VCR.

Lost Property
9/27/92: Astudentlefther
coat on a chair in the Student
Center and when she returned it
was gone.
9/30/92:A student stated
his wallet fell out ofhis bookbag
in class.

Criminal Mischief
10/1/92: Dispatcher re
ceived two calls from Fine Arts
about a broken window in 117.
Officers discovered a section of
glass wall had been broken by
someone throwing a rock. Ar
rangements were made to board
up the glass.
10/2/92: A Professor and
Gallery I employee entered her
place of woik and noticed that
the main door was forced open.
Damage was done to the main
door lock and woodside panel.
She also stated that she has been
getting obscene notes on the
blackboard in her classroom.
She requestedthatofficersmake
a routine check at her location.
10/2/92: A non-student
parked her vehicle in Lot 21 and
upon returning found her car
passenger window smashed in.
She had ‘The Club’ on her car.
10/3/92: A Maintenance
Grouds Employee reported that
several vehicles were damaged
in Lot 11.
10/3/92: On a routine pa
trol a officer found a car passengerwindow broken. Alarge rock

was found on the passenger
seat. Nothing seems to have
been taken out of the car.
10/4/92: A vehicle was
found in Lot 21 with the front
windshield broken. The ve
hicle owner was notified.
10/4/92: A student’s ve
hicle was found with the alarm
on and the passenger side rear I
window smashed in Lot 21.
10/4/92: During patrol,
an officer observed a van
parked in Lot 21 with it’s
driver side rear passenger
window smashed. The owner
has not been located.
9/27/92: A student
parked her car in Lot 29 and
returened to find two deep
scratches on the passenger
side front of car.
9/4/92: The Grounds
Department reported a car ,
damaged in Lot 14.

i

Medical

I

10/3/92: After attend
ing a football game on this :
date, a student walked into a
single strand of barbed wire
which was erected between
two poles. No markings were
on the wire. It caught him
directly across his face at eye
level, knocking him off bal
ance. His glasses saved his
eyes, even though the wire
cut his right eye severely. He
was taken to Mountainside
Hospital.
j

Harassment
10/3/92: A female stu
dent feels that she has been
harassed by a Blanton Hall
Cafeteria employee. He be
gan by giving her compli- I
ments and asking her her fa
vorite ice cream flavor. She
feels he followed her one day
at the Student Center where
she was sitting on the grass
with a friend. She found him
behind her, listening to their
conversation.

Disorderly Conduct
10/3/92: All Officers
dispatched to the Student Cen
ter because o f a fight in
progress. Upon their arrival
the combatants had fled the
scene, leaving two injured
males behind. The males were
bleeding from the face, head,
arm and leg areas and refused
medical attention. An 8" knife
(lockblade) was found on the
scene. The knife was tagged,
bagged and stored in Locker
#1 M ontclair State Police
Departm ent. Several w it
nesses stated they saw a gun.
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d v e r t is e m e n t

MONTCLAIR CHARCOAL BROIL
RESTAURANT
(form erly Louvis)

613 Valley Road
U pper M ontclair • 746-0911

Serving Breakfast, Lunch &Dinner Daily
LO U N G E

DANCECLUB

☆ Chefs Homemade Breakfast Feast ☆

LIVE VENUE

2 Eggs any style, toasted bagel, home-fried potatoes, unlimited
coffee or tea; choice o f ham, bacon, country sausage or
corned b eef hash
M onday through F riday • 7-11 • Only $3.95
„

WATCH FOR SPECIAL LIVE SHOWS.
ACTS LOCAL TO INTL. THESE ARE SOME
BANDS THAT HAVE PLAYED THE LOOP.

WORLDCLASS D.J.S SPIN THE SMART
MIX FOR PEOPLE ON A HEALTHY
AURAL DIET. HERE’S A SAMPLE. .
RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS • CURE • JAMES
BEASTIE BOYS • PEARL JAM • T99 • SOUP
DRAGONS • BLACK SHEEP • BLUR • EPMD <
• JANE'S ADDICTION • THE SHAMEN • J&M
CHAIN • VIOLENT FEMMES • L7 • SONIC
YOUTH • SMASHING PUMPKINS • A TRIBE
CALLED QUEST • LORDS OF ACID • KC & THE
SUNSHINE BAND • THE STRANGLERS • 25TH OF
MAY • DEE-LITE • APOTHEOSIS • SISTERS OF MERCY
• MUDHONEY • PUBLIC ENEMY • BARRY WHITE
• RIDE • MY LIFE WITH THE THRILL KILL CULT • .
• FRONT 242 • REM • U2 • JAM • CLASH
• NEDS • ATOMIC DUST BIN
• STEREO M.C.S• ETC.
THE

•
FAITH NO MORE • NINE INCH NAILS •
APB • THEY MIGHT BE GIANTS •
SCHOOLY D. • GANG OF FOUR • THE FEELIES
■UNTAMED YOUTH • KILLING JOKE • JOHNNY
THUNDERS • THE SMITHEREENS • HENNRY
ROLLINS BAND • DUMP TRUCK • SILLY RABBITT •
FLESH FOR LULU • THE SELVES • GIMMIE THE
GUN • SQUARE 1 • BARRENCE WHITFIELD & THE
SAVAGES • SWEET LIZARD ILLTET • RICHARD
LLOYD • THE SILOS • KONK • CLOSE LOBSTERS •
MIRACLE LEGION • THEY EAT THEIR OWN • SCRAM
• DIG • YOUR MAMA • ANYTHING BOX
• LUCKY 7 • WINTER HOURS

☆ Lunch Specials ☆
Includes soup, entree, dessert,coffee or tea
M onday through F riday • 11-3 • o n ly $ 4 .9 5

☆ Dinner Specials ☆
Includes soup and salad

H ours: M on. - F ri.: 7-9; Sat.: 8-9: Sun.: 8-6

Temporary Employment

L O O P IS

S W IR L

PRINCETON SKI
SHOP’S

THURSDAYS
M .S.C. STUDENTS
FREE ADM. .75« DRAFT

WRECKING
BALL WEDS.

SO UN D
C O N D ITIO N ED

GIRLS ADMISSION FREE

DANCING WED SAT.

$ 1 .0 0 DRAFT • $ 2 .0 0 SOL

NO BONEHEADS!

MUST BE 21 YRS.

GIANT STADIUM
SALE

FRIDAY - SATURDAY
FREE ADMISSION
BEFORE 10:30 p.m.
$1.00 DRAFT until 11:00

H E A T I A M C . ju s t 1 0 m in u t e s f r o m c a m p u s , take
K C U
I I v l l d . RT. 3 EAST TO PASSAIC AVE. EXIT. G O
RIGHT OFF RAMP. G O TO THIRD TRAFFIC LIGHT AND MAKE LEFT ONTO VAN
HOUTEN AVE. G O TO FIRST TRAFFIC LIGHT AND MAKE RIGHT ONTO B’WAY.
LOOP IS ONE BLOCK ON RIGHT SIDE.

N o v . 8 - 1 4

I M

Day and Evening H r s .
Apply in person
O c t .24 1 0 - 6pm
700 Rte. 3w Clifton,NJ

373 BROADWAY, PASSAIC PARK, N.J. 365-0807
FRI
4PM - TPM
FREE
BUFFET

(DIHIEIEIBS ^LP(
(DÜLFH
OÛ0 OÜS EBÜ^ycbip DDiPÜ\y(B9 (BanpflöcBQcD

MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL

Formerly G. WILL1KERS

Kitchen Open
Serving Lunch & Dinner.
Steaks, Burgers
& Much More

o g (D n ^ & -g iiä )3 )

Thursday...

Friday...

T urtle R aces
w

B est D ance P a r ty
Around
w ith D J Stevie Z
mm<M<ss9 <D®m<s MonrUy

FEATURING DANCING
WITH D.I STEVIE Z

IPnttdslheiPB (Dir
HBnn©Ik©tt8 ®iF ©©©ip

11 P M

& FREE Munchies at 1/2 Time
Tuesdays...

Poof So Dart
I

S M /M tR
COUFÇF/DFOR

Seafood Night!
Clams on a 1/2
shall, Mussels,
Shrimp
& Much Morel

Saturday...

DOUARDRAFTS
Sc SRDTAND
DR/MCSPECIALS

't t y a f t f u f

'T ìtc u t. *7k ite S a t .
2

'p tv i 1 S h itt& i.

Every Wednesday is ¿a d ce o , ‘T U g A t
$1 Drafts & $2 Drinks for The Ladies All Night

Oct. 21st. "paMta&tf, 0? vice TH ale ^evleca
& 3rd. Wed. of Every Month
Tickets Sold in Advance

Karaoke Night
u /itfi Sing-Sing
Video
Sing-along!
Come and
be a sta r!

Sunday...

NFL COVE!

$2 Mimosas & $2 Bloody's Served with a Shrimp
Sunday Nights...Pe«t Game

PJ Dance Party With DJ Shadow
8PM- ?

Business education and legal department merge
said Dr. Steven Cyrus, Chairman
o f BEOSA. According to Cyrus,
the college has a Paralegal minor
consisting of 24 credits. The Legal
D epartm ent
fe lt
th at.to
e n h a n c e p re p a ra tio n fo r
employment, additional courses in
Office Systems Administration

by Mike Cappadana
A proposal to join existing
programs of the Department of
Business Education and Office
Systems Administration (BEOSA)
and the D epartm ent o f Legal
Studies was passed last Monday,

(OSA) would help graduates find
OSA majors in business can
also add 24crcdits of free electives
in Paralegal studies. Thus, the
student can have a major in OSA
and a minor in Paralegal studies.
The student would be issued a
T he M
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certificate from both Departments.
«There h as b een a
trem endous re sp o n se by the
stu d en ts about jo in in g the
p ro g ram s,” sa id C yrus. If
interested, students should contact
Dr, Cyrus or Dr Marilyn Tayler of

o n t c l a r io n

A similar program e a s ts for
OSA majors in Health Profession
studies. OSA majors can take a 15
credit specialization in Health
professions. The student can then
en h an ce th eir em ploym en t
o p p o rtu n itie s in a H ealth
Administration environment.
T hursday, O ctober 8,1992

•

C ampus L ife

O h look, a p a rk in g space! Not!
by Nicole Florlt
After twenty m inutes of
searching for a parking space and
maneuvering through the illegally
parked cars, it is time for a fifteen
minute hike to class. The climb
begins after strapping on a twentypound bookbag and saying
goodbye to your car for what could
be the last time.
The complaints can be heard
all over campus as freezing students
stumble to their classes. Parking is
horrible. There aren’t enough
spaces. The lots are too far away
from the buildings. Traffic is
blocked by illegal parkers. It takes
forever to get out of the campus
because the traffic is so bad. One
senior said, "Although the buses

are bigger, they don't come as
frequently as she thinks they
should."
All of these complaints are
true, but what can be done about
them? One freshman suggested a
parking garage. Designated spots
was a suggestion from another
freshman.
T hese are all good
suggestions but would cause some
kind of problem. The parking
garage would cost a lot of money
to build. Therefore, it would cause
tuition and parking fees to rise.
Along with more money would be
more construction. W here the
garage would be located is also a
problem. If it were to be where the
parking lots are now, they would

im

n n ii

have to be closed. This would, in
turn, make parking worse than ever.
If the garage did take the place of
parking lots, it would not improve
the distance to the classes.
D esignated spots would
ensure each stu d en t a spot.
However, who would decide which
students got what spots? Some
students would still end up with a
long walk. Another problem would
be keeping track o f who is
supposed to park in each spot. This
problem would pose the need for
more security guards. As a result,
the tuition would again be raised.
There does not seem to be a
practical solution to the parking
problem without spending money,
raising tuition and other fees.

The women'd center 92 calendar
W omen’s center offers
various programs for MSC
students
by Rita Guerra
Blending the new with the
traditional, the Women’s Center at
M SC has a w ide v ariety of
programs on its 1992-93 calendar.
Under director Dr. Joan C. Ficke,
new programs will have a special
focus on women’s health issues.
H ow ever, the trad itio n ally
scheduled “Wednesday at Noon”
programs will continue. The first
Wednesday program, October 14,
w ill honor the C en ter’s past
directors. The guest of honor will
be Dr. Constance Waller, who
opened the Center’s doors in 1972.
Since that first year, 20 years
ago, the W om en’s Center has
pro v id ed a place to enlarge
awareness about the status of
women both on campus and in the
largersociety. Its programs, referral
services, lending library, career
pamphlets and other material have
made it a vital part of campus life.
For example, the topic at
noon on October 21 is “Women

■

and Alcohol.” On October 28
“Sexual Harassment - The Things
We Do To One Another” will be
the topic. In N ovem ber,
participants will be able to have
individual health risk appraisals,
and to hear a presentation on job
health and safety.
In addition, a special half
day program on “Women and Heart
Disease: A New Awareness,” co
sponsored by the Eastern Heart
Institute of the General Hospital
C enter at P assaic, has been
scheduled fo r F ebruary 3.
Additional special programs will
be announced as plans and dates
are confirmed.
The Center is opened for all
students at Montclair, including
u ndergraduate and graduate
students, faculty and staff. It is
located in Rooms 420-21-22 of the
S tudent C enter, and is open
Monday through Thursday from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. This year’s staff,
under Dr. Ficke’s direction, include
Student Assistant Valerie Sprott.

Wednesday at Noon Programs

Oct .14- Come Meet Us
The staff of the Women's Center, the W omen’s Studies Faculty, and our special
guests: Dr. Constance Waller, our first Director, and her successors. Light refreshments
will be served in the Student Center, Rooms 420-22 and 417 from noon to 1p.m.

Oct.21- Women and Alcohol
Presented as part of Alcohol Awareness W eek by Dr. Joan Ficke, Director, and
Margie Colbberly of Residence Life. Student Center Room 417 from noon to 1p.m.

Oct. 28- Sexual Harassment- The Things We Do to One Another
Presented by Prof. Huey Alcaro, Dept, of Home Economics; Ms. Jill Greenbaum,
Director of the Bergen County Rape Crisis Center; and Dr. Susan Herman, Director of
Psychological Services, MSC. Please note: This program will run from 11 a.m. to
lp.m ., Student Center Room 417.

Nov. 4- Individual Health Risk Appraisals
Conducted by Dr. Joan Ficke and Ms. Karen Isleib, R.N., Coordinator of
Cardiac Patient Education, The General Hospital Center at Passaic. Student Center
Room 422 from noon to 1p.m.

N ov.ll- Individual Health Risk Appraisals- continued
Nov. 18- Worker Friendly Jobs: Health and Safety Issues
Conducted by Ms. Rita Guerra, former OSHA consultant, currently Graduate
Assistant for the Women's Center; and Dr. Joan Ficke. Please note: Kops Lounge, Russ
Hall from noon to lp.m .

Dec. 2- Holiday Stress
Speaker to be announced.
Student Center Room 417 from noon to lp.m.

Dec. 9- Seasonal Affective Disorders and Winter Blues
Conducted by Dr. Robert Goggins, Psychological Services, MSC.
Please note: Kops Lounge, Russ H all from noon to lp.m .
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Phi B eta Sigm a donates m oney to R ed C ross
by Steve Gateward
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity
Inc. Kappa Epsilon chapter, in their
con tin u o u s serv ice to the
community has recently donated
$300.00 to the Red Cross to help
the hurricane Andrew relief efforts.
The brothers presented a
check to case w orker G loria
Walcott on September 18 to the
Red Cross Essex County Chapter
in East Orange.
“It’s a shame that such a
terrible thing had to happen. We
just wanted to do something, even
though it is a sm all gesture
compared to the total amount of
damages,” said President Regan
Edwards.
They hope to meet with
Campus administration to ask for a
date, to give a function, in the
hopes of raising more money to
donate to Red Cross’s disaster relief

Journalism

effort.
The reason why the fraternity wants
to donate the money to the Red Cross’
Disaster Relief Fund and not just to
victims of Hurricane Andrew, is that when
we spoke to Ms. Walcott she said, "The
relief fund was depleted even before this
unfortunate disaster.”
The C hapter also help Shiloh
B aptist Church with its Feed the Homeless
program. The project is done on every
Saturday and Sunday at Penn Station in
Newark where the Chapter and members
of the church hand out lunches.
Kappa Epsilon plans on getting
other campus organizations to help with
their efforts with the Red Cross and Shiloh
Baptist Church.
“These are causes that the entire
campus community should try and be
involved with because we never know
when we (as a group or individuals) may
needhelp,” said James Stradford, member
of Kappa Epsilon.

Members o f Phi Beta Sigma making a donation to Gloria Walcott o f Red Cross.

Retail Manage me nt Op p o r t u n i t i e s

,T he N e v a

ville
M eeting
"Outing A id s :
D oes the
MEDIA NEED A
TRANSFUSION OF
ETHICS?"
• W as t h e A rthur
A she story h a n d l e d

ETHICALLY?

L earn about
S pring
J ournalism
courses/M eet
FACULTY

James Baldwin. Theodore Dreiser. Oscar Wilde. Virginia Woolf. Barnes & Noble.
All great names in literature. All leaders with the ambition, vision and creativity to succeed.
Now you can have the chance to make your name. With over 1,000 stores nationwide, Barnes & Noble, one of the most
exciting retailers is pushing ahead with tremendous excitement and even greater opportunities. We're looking for
professionals who are as literate as they are likeable to lead us into the future.
When you join Barnes & Noble Inc., you'll be part of one great success story that includes such great names as:

• Barnes & Noble
• Bookstar
• Bookstop
• B. Dalton Bookseller
• Scribner's Bookstore
• Doubleday Book Shops
• Software Etc.
Right now, we have many opportunities for hard working, customer-oriented entrepreneurial individuals with a real
desire to achieve.
In exchange for your time and talents, Barnes & Noble Inc. offers dynamic growth potential, management training,
competitive starting salaries, medical/dental insurance, tuition reimbursement and a 401k savings plan.

We will be on campus for interviews
Thursday, November 5th
If you have what it takes to work with the best, please contact the
Career Services Office by Thursday, October 15th.
M

on day,

O c to b er 1 9

1 : 0 0 p . M.
S

tu d en t

rm

C

en ter

. 417

Barnesfiy’
N
oble
B o o k s e l l e r s ^ S in c e 1 8 7 3
We are an equal opportunity employer M/F
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Lesser Known Companies Provide Career Opportunities
There have been countless
stories in the newspapers and in
business magazines about the
“downsizing” or “rightsizing” of
corporate America. These new
terms describe the reshaping of
giant organizations into more
profitable entities by eliminating
jobs and layers of management.
Only recently it was reported that
IBM intends to terminate 40,000
jobs; Sears removed 35,000 from
their payroll; General Motors
reduced staff by the thousands.
Despite these frightening
reports, graduating seniors still
want to begin their careers with
these name brand companies.
U ntil the dow nturn in the
economy such a game plan made
sense.
A fter
all,
these
organizations provided structured
train in g program s to new
employees, clearly defined career
paths and gave opportunity for
future professional growth and
advancement. But circumstances
have changed and it will probably
never be the sam e again.
Companies that have survived the

restructuring of the economy have
learned that they can maintain
profits only by remaining lean. So
where should new graduates direct
their job hunt efforts?
All economic forecasters
predict that job market growth in
the nineties will occur in the smaller
and lesser known companies. Yet
it is very difficult to convince
students to co n sid er the
“unknowns.” In fact, there are
many advantages to starting a
career in smaller, more flexible
and dynamic organizations.
Usually in these companies,
new employees have broader work
assignments and sometimes even
take on projects which only more
seasonedpeople would get in larger
organizations. The atmosphere is
more casual and employees may
be on a first name basis with the
officers of the company. This
informality has both advantages
and disadvantages. It allows the
new worker to be recognized for
superior work and promoted faster
into the managerial ranks as the
company prospers. The downside
is that everyone knows everyone

and there is nowhere to hide for a
non-producer. Training in small
companies is very much on the job

and those who crave a structured
learning environment may find the
experience too random. Salaries
usually are lower and job titles will
not be exotic, but the new worker
can learn more in a year about an
industry or field by being a
generalist at a small company than
he or she might as a specialist in a
large organization.
Before you do your job hunt,
do some research about the trends
in society which will influence the

growth of oureconomy. There will
be expansion in areas relating to
protection of the environment,
health
and
personal
services for our
a g i n g
p o p u la tio n ,
a n
d
in f o r m a tio n
m anagem ent.
Find out about
the
new
c o m p a n ie s
w hich are
offering these
serv ices and
products and
consider them as places to begin
yourprofessional career. It’s a good
idea to read business magazines
like Inc. and Fortune, found in the
Career Services library, where
there will be articles about fast
growing companies. Who know
which fledging organization will
become the next Blockbuster Video
or Apple Computer.

Montclair State: a college or a prison?
by Robert Allen

As I weave in and out
between giant tractor trailers in my
tiny Toyota traveling west on Route
46 she begins to reveal herself to
me on the edge o f G arrett
Mountain. Rising above the trees
like an inviting hotel, I begin to spy
Bohn Hall while preparing myself
for the final maneuver which will
get me o ff this unforgiving
highway. I am now beginning
another day, among the many other
days in this four year odyssey, that
will surely leave me a changed
man.
MSC is the quintessential
New Jersey iastitution. Everything
about it is New Jerseyish. From the
high tension electrical wires, that
drape across the sky above the
college, to nightmarish traffic
co n d itio n s, M SC em bodies
everything that is wrong in New
Jersey. MSC is a microcosm of the
entire state of New Jersey. We
have it all here. W e’ve got railroad
tracks, neverending expansion and
construction, congestion like no
other part of the country, non stop
noise, muggings, shootings, rapes,
illegal dumping, and last but not
least girls who wear their hair in
that distinctively New Jersey style.
That “Jersey high hair”, teased
straig h t up w ith enough
fluorocarbons to blow a hole in the
ozone the size of Texas.
One cannot overlook the lack
of aesthetics found in both the
layout o f the campus and the
architectural design of most of the

buildings. Upon first inspection of
MSC one is immediately impressed
with way in which the college
resembles a prison. Every where
you look there are gates and
security guards. All of the newer
buildings look like sterile prison
blocks. On warm days, the
Quadrangle outside of the student
center looks like the prison yard at
San Quenton, when they let the
prisoners out for their one hour of
unstructured time. All the students
are either wandering around like
caged animals or off plotting with
their own cliques of associates.
There is also the neverending drone
of the shuttle buses that constantly
circle the school. While riding on
these buses you can almost imagine
yourself as a captured felon being
driven off to do some highway
work for the State. Sometimes I
find myself plotting some daring
escape. “If only 1 could figure out
a way to out fox those blood
hounds.”
Upon closer inspection it
becomes apparent that MSC has
not always been an apparently cold
andimpersonalplace. If one travels
away from the student center
towards Russ Hall and College
Hall, one begins to get a sense of
MSC’s past. MSC begins to look
provincial and rustic. The buildings
have a distinctive style and there is
an abundance of trees and a fair
amount of space. The buildings
have warm inviting wooden doors
as opposed to the cold fingerprint
smeared glass and metal doors

found in the newer part of the
campus. The doorways of the older
part of the campus have wonderful
Gothic arches that invite you into
the building. Juxtaposed to this,
the revolving door located at the
entrance way to the modem Student
Center does not invite you in,
instead; it sucks you in like oxygen
into the turbine of some jet engine
and then expels you like spent
exhaust into the building.

Everywhere
you look there are
gates and security
guards. All o f the
new er buildings
look like sterile
prison blocks.
It is useless to go through all
the cliches about the cafeteria food
here at MSC. The quality of the
food is at least that of some of the
finer prisons in this state while the
prices are that of some of the best
restaurants in the country. The food
alone is not what makes me think
about being in jail, one just has to
take a look at the cafeteria help to
get that prison feeling. They look
like some of the warden’s favorite
inm ates who through th eir
conniving and back stabbing, have
been able to avoid hard labor with
a “cushy” job in the kitchen.
Another aspect that makes

MSC so Jerseyish, is the fact that it
has been built on an abandoned
rock quarry. You can almost hear
the o rig in al M SC stu dents
swinging their picks and hammers
making little rocks out of big rocks.
Who knows what toxic elements
are creeping up out of the ground
to poison the campus. Who knows
what is in the millions of tons of
filler used to quarry diggers. Most
of the material used as fill has been
buried beneath this campus for
many years, much of it was put
there well before there were any
agencies to regulate this activity.
In one respect MSC is
actually worse than prison. At least
in prison there is always the
possibility to get some peace and
quiet. At least in prison one can
have themself placed in solitary
confinement. In prison this is
considered punishment for some
dirty deed. Here at MSC, one
should only be fortunate enough to
find such a sanctuary. Trying to
study in the library here at MSC is
like studying during aprison break.
Men and women are screaming,
scrambling about, smashing and
breaking through some imaginary
w all. C urse w ords becom e
adjectives and verbs. “ Where’s my
@#$%* hammer.”
At least when one is
sentenced to prison he or she can
rationalize the experience by
excepting th eir p lig h t as
punishment, whetherjust or unjust,
for a particular crime. Being
subjected to these prison like

conditions becomes even more
difficult to comprehend when one
reminds themself that they pay for
this treatment. Like prison this
institution is heavily funded by the
state. U n fo rtunately, priso n s
receive enough funding so that the
prisoner's every need is taken care
of. They eat for free, have their
own rooms, recreational time and
access to all sorts of educational
opportunities. A college degree can
be achieved for the mere price of
ones freedom. Granted, I can come
and go from MSC as I please but at
least in prison if you stay out of
trouble, you can hopefully come
out with a clean slate. If I survive
MSC and I don’t get crushed on
Route 46, stabbed on Clove Road,
raped in Bohn Hall, mugged in the
quarry, shot in the Quadrangle,
poisoned in the cafeteria, maimed
in a construction accident or
stricken with some bizarre genetic
disorder, I will be fortunate enough
to graduate from MSC burdened
with debt and a slim chance of
finding a job.
W oody A lien has been
quoted as saying 90% of life is just
showing up. If this is so, then 90%
o f grad u atin g M SC is ju st
surviving. When I graduate MSC
in the spring, I think receiving just
a diploma will be a little bit of a let
dow n^Fthink it would be more
fitting that I receive a fifty dollar
bill, a clean suit and a letter of
recommendation from the warden.
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Call: (312) 201-8378

GET
AUNE
ON
THE
FUTURE.

If you are looking for an opportunityto applyyoureducation
in a corporate environment, this could lie your chance to get
a line on your future...and become a part of the Atlantic
Mutual team.
As part of our internal management consulting department,
you will he involved with:
• analyzing work flow
• preparing reports
• statistical analyses using Lotus and DBase
Qualified students must lie able tomeet the followingcriteria:
• he able to work 20-36 hours per week, Monday Friday
• be at least a Junior
• currently studying business or engineering
• (XDSsess excellent communication skills
• have a working knowledge of word processing
We offer an excellent salary and benefits program, including
T o a p p ly , p le a s e c a ll L o ri C o itio n , E m p lo y m e n t S u p e r 
v is o r a t (201)408-606.3 o r s e n d y o u r r e s u m e to A tla n tic
M utual, H u m a n R e s o u rc e s D e p t., T h r e e G lra ld a F a rm s ,
M ad iso n , 1\J 07940.

1842

A

.

|

'92

AtlanticM utual

im M
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HOMECOMING KING

W h a t in su ra n ce is s u p p o s e d to be.

N ic o le
P isa n o
Permanent Part-time
Package Handlers
O ur tuition reimbursement package is one of the
most important packages UPS delivers.
United Parcel Service knows how difficult it is these days to get through school, academi
cally and financially. While we can't help you get better grades, we can help you by
offering one of the most generous tuition reimbursement packages around.
By working 3-5 hours a day, 5 days a week on selected shifts, you can be eligible for
educational loans of up to $25,000 a year and tuition reim bursem ent of up to $2,000 a
semester. You’ll also start at $8 an hour, be able to pick a schedule that works around your
classes, get paid holidays and vacations, receive company benefits and be eligible for
promotions.
UPS also knows that free-time is important. As a part-time package handler, you’ll get
weekends off! Thai's plenty of time to study or recharge.

t

No wonder we say UPS delivers more than a great job...UPS Delivers Education.
To learn more about this great opportunity, please visit the Student Center on
W ednesday, O ctober 14th& Wednesday, O ctober 21st, from llum -3pm , or Thursday
O ctober 22nd from 4pm-8pm, o r W ednesday, O ctober 28th from llam -3pm . Or
apply in person during our regular interview hours:
UPS Parsippany
799 Jefferson Road
Mon & Fri, llam -2 p m

UPS Secaucus
493 County Avenue
Mon - Fri., 9 a m -lla m
Mon - Thurs., 4pm-6pm
(201)902-0605

Equal Opportunity Employer

Nicole is sponsored by
the sisters of Alpha Omega

for
Homecoming Queen
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d v e r t is e m e n t

WATER RAFTING
on the Delaware

TRANSPORTATION PROVIDED

Date: Sunday, October 18
Time: 9 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Fee: $27.00 ($12.00 if you're lucky
enough to own a wetsuit and booties.
Gloves and booties are optional)

A Conservation Club Event
A Class One Organization of the $GA
^Limited availability, drop by Student Center Annex rm.112, or call
8 93 -5 1 0 2 and leave a message

o

T

Ex
STatë
PARTY HEADQUARTERS
AT ROMANY LIQUORS

•BEER BALLS
►QUARTER KEGS »HALF KEGS

FREE DELIVERY
(Except on Kegs)

Call Early for Kegs!

Coops, Coops Light and Coops Extpa Gold

BEER BARREL BLOW OUT!!

1/2 Keg..... $42.99
5% off on all cash & carry purchases
with your Montclair State I.D.
« ■ a ir n ara#

TWlrâftViTÜI'îr

"lÉI StiròH OiMM* WMMB# »1®
#

S

Z

' ^

UBIMI8581'T3®.

(e x c lu d in g to b a c c o p roducts, sale item s, nj sales
tax and in sto re prom os— must show
M o n t c la i r S ta t e I.D. an d p ro o f o f age.)

COMING SOON TO A THEATRE NEAR YOU

R o m a n y L iq u o r S h o p
227 Glenridge Aven ' • Montclair
(C orner of G lenridge A venue &. Bloomfield A ven u e )

744-5454

®

(C a ll for free deuvery )
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No habla Espanol. Not if an over-anxious Resident Assistent should deem it necessary
to settle your roommate woes in Blanton Hall that is.
Just ask Eva Santiago. She had her constitutional right to speak in her native tongue
contractually revoked on September 17. Incredibly, Resident Assistant Cynthia Wroblewski
had the audacity to include such a Pat Buchanan Republican Convention Address-esque
stipulation in a “Roommate Contract” she drew up between the Spanish-speaking Santiago
and her uni-lingual roommate, Jennifer Drechen.
Shelley Jackson, the director of Blanton Hall expressed outrage over the incident - an
outrage echoed by The Montclarion . But she seemed to attempt to lessen the guilt of
Residence Life by explaining that the Assistant Manager of Blanton Hall, Rachelle St.
Louis, pulled Santiago aside and told her the clause banning Spanish was wrong.
If the clause was wrong, why was it allowed to remain in the contract? Why were no
disciplinary actions taken against the RA who so brazenly attempted to include it in the
contract in the first place?
Connie Ford, Assistant Director o f Residence Life, said it was a “shame that she
[Santiago] signed it [the contract].”
Residence Life, while simultaneously proclaiming outrage and shrugging their shoulders,
seems to be misplacing the “shame.” Regardless of her signature, Santiago has been
mistreated by Residence Life. A signature scribbled, allegedly under duress, on the bottom
o f a racist, ridiculous contract in no way alleviates these college officials of their
responsibilities.
The administration would be wise to offer Santiago an official apology.

On second thought...
We at The Montclarion feel it is necessary to include a footnote to last week's editorial
that sympathized with our beloved president Irvin Reid. W e had originally defended our
president's habit of cheerfully zipping about, while flipping through important, presidentialquality memos, in a vehicle dutifully driven by an MSC law enforcement official.
After reviewing the situation carefully, observing the weekly Campus Police Report
swell to the point at which it threatens to flow over into the Campus Life section (page 5),
noting the fact that the current budget crunch will decrease the manpower of the already
anemic MSC police and security squad (page 1), considering the theft of computer
equipment from Partridge Hall (page 3) and factoring in the sad state o f the campus'
facilities; with Bohn Hall's on-again/off-again fire alarm system and Tuesday's aqua (we
don't live in Blanton Hall) shutdown, however, we have reached the conclusion that,
perhaps, our gracious president might consider giving up his presidential perk.
As this transition towards self-sufficient transportation is not one that will be painlessly
acomplished, we ask the student body to support our president in any way they can. Whether
it be sending Parkway tokens or bus schedules to College Hall, or simply flashing the old
thumbs-up sign to our prez, we should remember that we're all in this together.

"It’s important not to react. By
reacting, you encourage him."
-An unamed victim of
masturbator, pg, 1
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Men are clueless when it comes to women fs problems

ÖYmm

Uh-oh, here it comes. I swore I
wouldn’t bring up a controversial
issue that’s been beaten to death in
my column. But I lied. Here it is,
these are Trish ’s thoughts on Tim ‘s
thoughts, otherwise known as my
long-repressed feelings on abor
tion. Repressed namely because I
felt that about abortion has alreadly
been said. But I ’ve noticed that
there is one point in this whole
debate that many pro-lifers, par
ticularly the male ones, don’t seem

to understand. This, of course, is
the issue of women’s health. Most
people agree that you have to be a
total cretin to think that delivering
a child is a simple, painless pro
cess, but there’s much more to it
than that.
I read a letterto the editorin my
local newspaper, from a man who
insisted that all men knew what it
was like to be pregnant. His rea
soning was that men gain weight,
have cramps, bloating, nausea and

depression just like women do. are a few of them: phlebitis (in pregnancy to full-term, she can be
Hence, this means men know what flammation of the veins, which taking a serious health risk, be
it’s like to be pregnant, right? Ha- can result in blood clots), toxemia cause she is wholly responsible for
ha! Not by along shot! If men have (the presence of toxic, potentially the health of the child. What man
the erroneous impression that fatal substances in the blood), high can say that he’s experienced this?
weight gain and physical discom blood pressure and hemorrhaging Just because birth is a natural pro
fort are the only things pregnant after birth, not to mention posma- cess, does not mean it is free of
women experience, they should tal depression, which has affected serious complications. And re—— — —— —
memberguys,
think again. Yes,
.........
...........—
even in our wonYes, when a woman carries a pregnancy to fu ll- a full-term
pregnancy is
modem^ed^- term, she can be taking a serious health risk, and is 40 weeks. The
of
cine, women still also wholly responsible for the health of the child. effects
pregnancy do
nancy comphca- What man can say that he’s experienced this?
not begin in
the delivery
tions. Of the majority who survive, many have some women to such a degree that room, and they do not stop after
problems that will stay with them they kill themselves a couple of wards. So, adding this little string
of facts to the social and psycho
forever, such as diabetes and thy weeks after giving birth.
And of course, if there’s any logical considerations that a
roid problems.
In addition to all this, there are thing wrong with the baby, guess woman has to deal with, are you
many other problems women can who didn’t nourish herself prop going to tell me she should have no
develop during a pregnancy. Here erly? Yes, when a woman carries a right to choose?

Fair? Decent? Who is George Bush trying to kid?

“We have redeemed America
as the strongest, fairest, most de
cent nation on the face of the Earth,”
said George Bush. He lied! His
record as president is anything but
fair and decent, unless you’re rich
or an oil sheik. Between Ronald
(can’t tell the difference between
reality and my movies) Reagan and
George (Herbert Hoover) Bush, a
promising America has been re
duced to a dying America. I sup
ported both Bush and Reagan av
idly until better knowledge of his
tory, truth and Christianity changed
my opinions gradually, but drasti
cally.
“ F a ir” m eans considering
what’s best for all parties involved,
but Bush is far from fair. Mr. Bush
has made it that through
the Bureau of Indian Af
fairs, he, the President,
can declare any Indian
tribe extinct regardless
of how many people
make up that tribe. By
the term extinct, we
mean taking away all
rights to any reservation,
under their tribe’s juris
diction.That would strip
them of their right to tax
businesses on such land.
It is very strange that
this push for such gov
ernment control came
only after the Indians,
who own the Yucca
Mountains, refused to
let a uranium company
strip existing mine hills
for profit.
Fair and decent had
nothing to do with
Georgey’s tiff wi th the

Sandinistas. He hampered every
move made by this Nicaraguan
political party by maintaining a
crushing economic blockade that
caused 20,000% inflation,andsupporting a roving band of murder
ing, drug trafficking rapists who
call themselves revolutionaries, the
Contras. Bush "decently" did all
this to stop free schooling, raising
the literacy rate from a near abyss
to over 80%, and the attempt to
socialize farming and industry to
distribute wealth to the slave-like
poor.
Bush had fairness and decency,
but most of all strength, when he
invaded Panama. This was a ne
cessity because again another
American Frankenstein had run

amuck. This new scourge was
Manuel Noriega, who until just
prior to the invasion, (see Saddam
Hussein) was in-like-Flynn with
the Bush boys. Noriega was a nice
guy as long as he ran drugs with the
C.I. A., and left his country open to
extremely exploitative American
companies looking for cheap labor
and a quick buck. When Noriega
stopped playing the game, “Op
eration Just Cause” was deployed.
This cause was so “just”, it in
volved bombing poorer sections
of Panama City to demonstrate to
the dictator’s supporters, in the up
per class suburbs, the strength of
the America military without alien
ating the rich from the new Ameri
can installed government. Who
cares about the poor who had to be
buried in mass graves by bulldoz
ers? Just make sure America makes
more money for its rich (George’s
homey’s). Maybe they will make
him a multi-million dollar retire
m ent home like they did for
Reagan.
Bush has definitely strength
ened our already Hercules-like
military, but what about education

and community strength? This
president has cut, cut, cut, cut, and
cut funding for education. Our
average high school graduate
knows minimal American history,
reads below average standards, can
add if you don’t go higher than
fingers and toes, and speaks one
language, English, and that very
poorly. Money alone will not make
our schools stronger. We need to
back it up with more student en
thusiasm. They need to know that
spending time on these subjects
will pay them, and unfortunately I
do mean with dollars, later in life.
College does not insure that you
won’t one day call the gutter your
home. Thievery or quick scams
pay more than teaching, science,
policing, or anything else legiti
mate. So why bother then, if you
have never been taught a moral in
your life? Or taught that anything
you believe is okay so as long as it
is to your benefit? Isn’t that what
capitalism means, to capitalize and
to take advantage for one’s own
gain? Scary!
It isn’t all B ush’s fault, or
anyone’s for that matter, that our

country and our world are on a
crash course for disaster. It is all of
us who let people tell us that going
to waragainst adictator(we helped
create) is a “just” cause or foreign
relations coup d ’etat, like the Gulf
War are noble efforts. War is for
children with real death. 80% of all
photos taken during the Gulf War
were censored by the Army. There
would never be a war again, if
these pictures were ever leaked
from the Pentagon. We're also to
blame for allowing politicians to
raise their own salaries and obtain
ing million dollar pensions. Not to
mention that we're allowing the
governing to govern for them
selves.
I do harp on Bush a lot, but only
because so many of his policies are
so obviously detrimental in my
eyes. He is not solely responsible
for our destructive activities. We
each start with the apathy we have
towards problems, which can be
better termed as fear of conflict
with others. As long as we get by,
it doesn’t matter that people live in
the streets and thus we shouldn’t
discuss and solve the problem.
Voting may help, but
that alone is not the
answer. Bush is not
the pro-people, pro
education, pro-envi
ronment, pro-m ili
tary, pro-farmerpresident that he wants us
to believe. Yet we
would rather choose
between the promises
of a new face against
the way this adminis
tratio n construes
these past four glori
ous, rich, peaceful,
victorious, 'somehow
Bush is responsible
for the collapse of
communism', 'what
recession', 'I w on’t
raise taxes', 'I’m on
the side of the unem
ployed A m erican
fam ily', G randpa
George's presidential
years.
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Sheep! Sheep! You're nothing but a pack of sheep!

Iron Heel
C h ristin a T is c h io
As I calmly sit here drinking
my deliciously cold glass of frosty
m ilk while w atching The
Flintstones, I am acutely aware of
racism politely being fed to me.
There are no minorities being dis
played here (unless you consider
Caucasian cave dwellers minori
ties), just a typical White Stone
Age family. Name one cartoon with
any minority that has been aired in
the last ten years. Alright, Fat
Albert. Such a pleasant cartoon,
with illiterate blacks m oping
around a slum, their only drive in
life being “The Brown Hornet”
cartoon. It's embarrassing to think
that Blacks as well as Whites
thought that cartoon was appropri
ate for children. Any Spanish car
toons? Asian? I can’t think o f any.

So many times have I heard my
friends negatively remark about
the "melting pot" becoming too
contaminated with different cul
tures. Nonsense! Ignorant, red
necked bafoons! Why don’t you
pull your empty heads out of the
sand and take notice! The beauty
of this country is the selections, the
variety in culture and the religion
you can delve in. Yet openly closedminded people are easy to deal
with. If they squeak out stupid state
ments like the one above, you can
pound them back into their petty,
worthless lives with a whiplash
remade back. Additionally, it’s the
conceited, ignorant, unintelligent
fools that think they are liberals,
that also can cause damage.
My favorite fool is A1 Sharpton.

He is the most racist man I have by our Campus Police. Get a car, who’s being racist? Are you sum
ever heard speak. Or these muscle- damn it! We know you got a raise ming up what it means to be an
bound, stud-claded sheep who yell last year. Why the hell can’t you African-American on the basis of
just their skin?
through a microphone as you exit find transportation?
Step out of the ring, all you igno
Port Authority, “The White man is
Mike Davis, our cartoonist, did
the devil,” while holding pictures a great job. There was nothing rant sheep, sheep, sheep! The next
of a White baby Jesus with in racist about it. A few though, still generation is moving in. Whether
criminating remarks written all were not satisfied. They felt the you like it or not, you are coming off
over him. Oh yeah, you’re intelli word “Lemme” was racist. Sorry racist, not us. The newspaper sup
gent. And those leather pant suits - to say this, but aren’t you being ports allethnic backgrounds, do you?
such a fashion
In my opinion, you
statement.
thinkyou ’re liberal,
But what
but are not. You
The President is chauffeured by our Cam
really got me
think you're not
irritated this
prejudiced, but you
pus Police. Get a car, damn it! We know you
week was the
are. Ifyounowhold
got a raise last year. Why the hell can’t you
Administration's
a position of power,
fin d transportation?
opinion of the
then shouldn’t you
cartoon d e 
make sure of your
picting Presi
own capabilities of
dent Reid. Some people stopped racist? A ren’t you saying that maintaining unbiased opinions be
by the office of The Montclarion to Blacks would be heard saying such fore you ridicule such a frivolous
exclaim their concern that the pic a ‘slang’ word? And to their sur item as a cartoon? The cartoon was
ture was racist. How was it racist? prise, the cartoonist was Black. meant not in racial connotations,
Because President Reid is Black? I Not really believing a “real" Black but rather as a statement of dis
can fully assure him that if our could draw such a picture, they agreement with our President Reid's
President was Asian, Spanish, or inquired, pointing to their cheek, use of a chauffeur. Before you
Eskimo-born with Polish descent, “Oh, but is he visibly Black?” scream ‘racist,’ take a good look in
the cartoon still would have been Visibly Black?!! Come on, you the mirror. You could find the big
run. The President is chauffeured White suburban prejudice sheep, gest racist after all.

L E T T E R ...

Director of
Greek Life
addresses MSC
After viewing last week’s article regarding the alle
gations made toward Tau Kappa Epsilon, I feel it is my
duty, as Director of Greek Life, to clear up misconcep
tions readers may have had toward this situation or
Greek life as a whole.
First of all, I would like to commend the writers of
the article on their objective reporting. The problem did
not lay with the material they put forth, but rather with
the way some people viewed it. After being approached
and questioned several times, by both Greek and nonGreek students, it was obvious that many people had
just looked at the pictures and had not taken the time to
read the article.
These kinds of misconceptions are what build nega
tive images of Greek life. Of course, we can’t expect the
philanthropy projects and school spirit activities that
Greeks actively participate in and organize to be front
page news. However, this does not mean that they
should be overlooked or, more importandy, overshad
owed by controversy.
It is important for all students to understand and
appreciate Greek life as the strong, active force that it is
on this campus. To glance at a few pictures and make a
quick assumption about a particular organization of
greek organizations overall is a crime within itself.
In addition, hazing is prohibited by the Greek Coun
cil. It is an ignorant decision to think that hazing is the
basis of greek life. As a matter of fact, just to be sure that
organizations do not violate hazing policies, perspec
tive membeis are given a copy of the policies by the
Greek Council and are asked to sign them.
In closing, the fierce pride in sisterhood and broth
erhood is one thing that all Greeks hold sacred. It is also
something that is eagerly shared and displayed through
out the college community. If anyone has any questions
about Greek life, please contact me through the SGA
office. Thank you for your time.
Joan Petrocelli
Director of Greek Life
SGA
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Elvis gives birth to two-headed, lesbian baby...
As proud and successful graduates of MSC and avid readers of The Montclarion and Alumni News, we are shocked and
appalled that you have reduced our school newspaper to the low level of a supermarket tabloid.
You chose to feature a lead article on Thursday, October 1,1992, regarding the national and local fraternity, TKE, based
solely on photographs and possible misinformation, not from a reputable authority or professional source, but merely from an
anonymous individual whose intent may be evaluated as nothing more than questionable and perhaps even malicious to the
point of defamacious slander in order to discredit this organization. In the private sector, this would definitely be grounds for
legal action! Can this be considered reliable and responsible journalism or Hard Copy sensationalism?
According to your sources, the alleged accusations of hazing occurred over a year and a half ago at a private retreat. Since
policies, guidelines, and the members of the executive board have been altered since then, how can this issue possibly be
considered newsworthy or currently relevant at all?
You very clearly defined hazing in all of its aspects, yet had the audacity and insensitive tastelesssness to publicize pictures
that are a true indictment of your newspaper. By doing so, you, the staff of The Montclarion, are guilty of degradation,
humiliation, embarrassment and harrassment, better known by you as hazing.
In the words of a more renowned and reputable publication, “Let he, who is without sin among you, cast the first stone.”
Vincent and Jo Franco
MSC Alumni

The rewards and sorrows of life
The Life Hall Annex Gal
lery is featuring the work of two
B.A. students at MSC entitled
"M anscape"., T erliz zi and
Cummings display oilpastel draw
ings and paintings. Both artists use
P age 1 5

similiar techniques in their at
tempt to convey human emotions
into their work. AntoinetteTedizzi
utUizies the seasons and parts o f
the earth’s atmosphere to project a
row soflife.
T h e M o n t c l a r io n

Steve Cum m ings on the
other hand, fabricates scenes that
include individuals which are mis
fits of the 20th century. He exagcial expressions of his subjects
while displaying the connection

between man and the environ
ment
T he work o f b o th
Cummings and Terlizzi will be
on display from September 26 th
until October 10th.
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Innovative, interactive and entertaining
by Sandra Cammlllerl
The Friday Afternoon Per
formance Hours o f M ontclair
State’s Theater Series opened its
‘92-’93 season with an innovative
performance titled “Thank You.
Next!”
Conceived by theater stu
dents, Frank DiCocco and Jodi
Schultz, “T hank You. N ext!”
placed the audition experience in
front of a live audience who cast
the performers in the character roles
for a hypothetical production of
“The Glass Menagerie.” In an in
terview, director Jodi Schultz dis
cussed the purpose o f‘Thank You.
Next!” stating: “The reason we did

Conceptually, the idea of a
this was so that people could get a formers were best suited for the
performance
such as “Thank You.
sense of the actor’s audition.” Di roles o f A m anda W ingfield
Next!”
was
very
good. However,
rector Frank DiCocco further (mother), Laura Wingfield (daugh
more
creative
staging
was needed.
added: “It was structured as “A ter), Tom Wingfield (son andplay’s
The performance lacked exposiChorus Line, butpre_________
tory structure. A
sented in a softer
— —
dramatic opening
light.”
" Thank You.Next!" offered an inter
and a climactic
The cast fea
ending were two
tured
M atthew active and entertaining experience fo r the
overlooked ele
Horohoe, John Henry cast and the audience."
m ents in this
Rew III, Stephanie
______
--------------show. Also, the
Koempel, Florence
inclusion of improvisations, though
Iapicca, Denise-Michelle Goff, narrator), and Jim O ’Connor
comical, had a “non sequitur” ef
N ancy P aw elek, and Joshua (gentleman caller). During the in
fect. Perhaps, the improvisations
Gartenberg. Each of these cast terim when ballots were tabulated,
should have been structured ,with
members presented brief mono the cast rendered improvisational
the cast assuming character por
logues and acted out scenes from skits based on the audience’s sug
trayals from “The Glass Menag
“The Glass Menagerie.” Audience gestions of acting as superheroes’
erie” in an offbeat setting or a
members then voted on which per- children.
comical situation.
Despite theseincongniendes,
“Thank You. Next!” contained some
excellent acting! Particularly notable
were Florence Iapicca, Matthew
Horohoe, and John Henry Rew IE.

Florence Iapicca truly took on the
presence of a domineering, yet lov
ing mother in her audition role of
Amanda. Her voice and manner
isms exemplifiedboth authority and
concern as she reprimanded the characterofTom Wingfield. John Henry
Rew cleverly assumed the quirky
personality of an obsessive hair
dresser in his audition monologue;
and Matthew Horohoe highlighted
his character portrayal of Jim
O ’Connor with a spirited corusca
tion of wit and tenderness! !!
As a whole, “Thank You.
Next!” offered an interactive and
entertaining experience for the cast
and the audience. Upcoming the
ater productions include “The
Fantasticks”: Oct. 15-17 and 22-24,
8 p.m., Oct. 16 and 25, 2 p.m. and
“The Crucible”: Nov. 3-7, 8 p.m.,
Nov. 8,2p.m.Formoreinfonnation
on these and other theater produc
tions, contact the box office at 8935112.

Carvey do Church Lady: The Motion Picture and w e’ll see who does better. My money
would be on the man who’s characters don’t depend on somebody else’s. Geez !
• This week, a new remake of the classic story, O f Mice And Men, opened in
selected theaters around the country. This latest rendition of the story stars Gary Sinise
as George and John Malkovich as Lenny. Wait a minute. That can’t be right, can it? John
Malkovich as a large, mentally disabled man. Malkovich? I know where the budget of
this film went. To really big elevator shoes and body padding! I can’t buy this one, folks.
• Well, I like The RenAndStimpy Show like most people. But it’s been two months
since the preview of the new season on the show and we have only gotten 4 new cartoons
Welcome loyal readers, one and all, to another thrill-packed installment of PROPHET
! Why? In addition, a source told me that the creator of the brave new era of cartoons,
B IG G ! As always, I encourage you to drop me aline at The Montclarion office in the Student
Center Annex about any previous Prophet column or about any question you may have about John Kurkcfalsi, who also happens to be the voice of Ren, was canned for not having
some stories in on time ! So if the rumor is hue, they have lost the genius writer and the
the entertainment industry. Letters received will get immediate attention and I ’ll attempt to
voice of one of the two main characters. I wonder how long we ’ll wait now. The lesson:
seek out an answer for you by the following issue.
Never sell out your show to anybody, even the seemingly friendly Nickelodeon.
And now it’s time to gaze again in to the mystical unknown of T. V., Movies and Music.
• Just a note on this Sinead O ’Conner thing:
I, the Prophet, will be your guide as we leave the boundaries of Earth and soar into tomorrow.
Dear Sinead,
I was never to impressed with your “singing talent.” In fact, I ’m sure there
• As you may or may not know, Howard Stem recently lost his television show which
are a lot more jobs out there to which you are better suited; in the custodial or food service
appeared on WWOR Channel 9. Stem, wanting to show that he does, in fact, belong on T.V.,
industries perhaps. I also don’t think the
has sold a new show, The Adventures of
shaved look is anything more than a
Fartman ! ,to begin airing soon. It is based
gimmick on your part to push the lack
on a superhero character Stem created, named
" Let's have Mike Myers try and carry Wayne's
luster music along.
Fartman, with a farting superpower. It will
But I guess that wasn’t
be live-action with Stem as the flatulating
World II by himself and have Mr. Carvey do Church
enough of boost for your albums. So
superman. I further see this show lasting for
Lady: The Motion Picture and we 'll see who does better."
you choose to direct your anger towards
a very, VERY short time. There is also a
Catholic Church and attack probably
rumor of a movie, but T.V. or movie, the
_________________________________
the most peaceful man on the planet,
results will be the same.
Pope John Paul II. I understand that people have disagreements with some church
• Yes, there will be a Basic Instinct I I . And yes it will star a mostly undressed Sharon
doctrine in one way or another. But please, the man has probably never stepped on an
Stone who reportedly will be outdoing her performance in the first film if the writers have
ant. If you want to rip up someone’s picture, how about David Duke, Saddam or
their way. Stone has been so far offered $3 million for the effort. I think she should hold out
for more, don’t you? I mean, a competent actress like that. I think she should get out of somebody that has actually hurt somebody. Tell the world to fight them.
Don’t get me wrong, I don’t believe in restriction of one’s personal
producers’ beds and into acting school.
• Also in our SEQUELS department this week, we are presented with the idea of beliefs, but the man is nice, kind and generally respected. Please lay off the old man, huh.
Love, Prophet Bigg
Wayne’s World I I . I would like to see what they come up with. I liked the first film. However,
according to sources, Mike Myers (Wayne) is trying to cut short the role of Dana Carvey
(Garth) in the film claiming that he is the main character and should receive more film time.
P.S. I hope someday soon the Pope goes on national T.V. and rips a picture of you
You had a lot more time than the much more talented Mr. Carvey in the first film! I tell ya up. W e’ll see how you like that gimmick to boost his career !
what. L et’s have Mike Myers try and carry Wayne’s World II by himself and have Mr.
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College Life Union Board
is proud to present:

“BREffiflMINGr
iD B m sn c m w r

This is Disney’s crowning
achievement and probably the
greatest animated film
of all time.®
On a scale of 1 to 10,
it’s an 11!®”
1 • Joel Siegel, C.OOD M ORNING AM ERICA
2 -S 1 S K E J-& EBERT
3 - Jim Svejda, CBS RADIO NETWORK
4 - Mike Clark. USA TODAY
S - Oary Eranklur, ABC-TV', EOS A N G EL E S

íí¿Wi>'

Í s Ñ E jP

P IC T U R E S

p re s e n ts

and the

Beast
The most beautiful
love story ever told.

G

GENERAL AUDIENCES
AH Ages Admitted <

Distributed by BUENA VISTA PICTURES DISTRIBUTION. INC

© The W ilt Disney Company

Thursday, October 15th, 1992

2 SHOWINGS !!
7:OOpm and 9:OOpm
in the Student Center Ballrooms

REE ADMISSION U
C.L.U.B is a Ctass One Organization of the S.G.A.
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v Last Sunday, I had the
opportunity to attend the Creation
Convention in Manhattan. For
those not involved in science fic
tion . Creation sponsors sci-fi con
ventions, but mostly involves it
self with Star Trek in its many
incarnations.
Before you ask, yes, I
am a trekkie.
Anyhow, I figured I ’d
go and check this thing out, come
back with some interesting news,
and look around at the many things
being sold. It wasn’t quite what I
expected. Rather than a conven
tion that I am used to, it was more
of a flea market of sorts, with an
occaisional “show.” There were
tables selling various Trek stuff
(manuals, notepads, coffee cups,
pins, hats, uniforms, posters, jack
ets, etc.), comic books, Trek and
Star Wars collectibles, and the
biggest collection of Japanimation
bootlegs I have ever seen to date.
After walking around for an hour,

I decided to
check out the
little presenta
tions that Cre
ation was giv
ing.
B eing
the avid Trek
fan and al— ways on the
hunt for new stuff for my column,
I went to the show about the up
coming Star Trek- Deep Space
Nine. It was nice, I got to see what
the new cast looks like, but no new
information, except one thing. On
Star Trek- The Next Generation
last season, there was an episode
where a guy was the host body for
a “leech-” type being. It was a
symbioticrelationshipwhich made
things complicated for Dr. Crusher,
who had a fling for the guy. The
guy was dying, and a new host
body was sent- only it was a girl.
Crusher fixed him/her up, and ev
erything was cool, except no more
love interest. Anyway, this new
ST-DS9 character is the same idea,
with a complicated love interest.
It’ll take too long to explain- you ’ll
just have to trust me until the new
series debuts in early 1993.
I saw two Star Trek car
toons from the ‘70s. It was so damn
hokey, the audience couldn’t help
but to laugh. After that, James

Doohan (pronounced DOO-an, not
DOO-han), better known as Scotty,
came on stage. He stayed on for
about an hour, talking about old
Trek, his appearance on ST-TNG
this week, his upcoming movie,
The LastPaisan, and all the things
that he likes and dislikes (usual fan
questions). Thank God there wasn’t
the real die-hard trekkie that
watches every episode a few thou
sand times and ask questions like,
“Remember the episode when
Scotty did a few things and then he
had to open a safe on Planet X?
What was the combination?” Af
terwards, I had a brief chat with
him- nothing profound, just shoot
ing the breeze. He’s really coolkind of like the nice grandpa you
always wanted.
I was hoping to come back
with some really juicy info, but I
guess all I came away with was a
good time, an autographed picture
of Jimmy Doohan, and a desire to
go to a better convention. Maybe
next time.
Oh, I did get a rumor that
has yet to be substantiated by any
one at Paramount. Star Trek 7 is in
the works, at least the script is. I
wonder what trouble Fleet Admi
ral Kirk is going to get into?
Hmmmmm...

PH O T O G R A PH E R S!
ThpArt-.qyjqrHmwi 11 phii.eh aphrfnthahwUlteeallfrithfi Picture
cftheifeek. Anycre vto has an1^ related picture that is hxtnrous,
bizzare, etc. should submit their photos to The M on tclarion office,
Student Center AnnexRoan 113. Place in Arts mailbox.
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More D irt from Seattle
by Alex Castlno
In case you haven’tnoticed,
the music scene of Seattle, Wash
ington has been getting quite a lot
of attention lately. Discs from the
likes of Nirvana, Pearl Jam,
Soundgarden, and Temple of the
Dog have been selling faster than
you can say “Smells Like Teen
S pirit” However, if these bands
ate at all happy with their recent
m ainstream acceptance, they
should thank Alice In Chains.
MTV’s heavy rotation of “Man in
the Box” , from their 1990 debut,
Facelift, helped ram down the
mainstream door that the rest of
Seattle would travel through.
This week Alice In Chains
returns with their sophomore ef
fort, Dirt. Overall Dirt is a “heavy
metal” disc as opposed to the “al
ternative” label that most of Se
attle music has been tagged with.
There’s plenty o f loud, crunching
guitars with gloom and doom lyr
ics, but what sets AIC apart from
being ju st another w orthless
“metal” hand are well structured
songs with the strong vocal har
monies of singer Layne Staley
and guitarist Jerry Cantrell.
The majority of Dirt con
sists of dark arid moody tunes that
slows down the tempo but does
not sa c rific e the heaviness
(“Junkhead", “Dirt", “Rain When
I Die”). While some songs take
odd detours and require a few
listens to get used to (“Sickman”,
“Hate to Feel”)
Others quickly grab you,

throw you to the floor, and stomp
all over you (“Them Bones”,
“Dam That River").
AIC also mellow out with
a few lighter numbers contain
ing acousticpieces that are com
parable to tbeirSap EP that was
re le ased e a rlie r th is y ear
(“Down in a Hole” , “Rooster”).
As you could probably
tell from these song titles, the
subject m atter is extremely
bleak. These guys are depressed.
Staley delivers his voice in a
very sinister way, telling tales
of death, drugs and despair. A
fine example is the title track
“Dirt”; “I want you to kill me
and take me under, I want to
live no more.” This is not uplift
ing stuff.
The d isc en d s w ith
“Would?”, a song that can also
be found on the soundtrack of
the latest Cameron Crowe flick,
SinglesSeven more media for
Seattle). This song ranks as one
of the best that AIC has to offer.
As a whole, p ir e may not
be as good as 1990’s Facelift
and it most likely will not put
AIC on the same mainstream
level as their flannel wearing
friends from Seattle. However,
Direjs a very powerful follow
up for this relatively new band.
It shows that they are no flash in
the pan and should be around
long after this commercial craze
for Seattle has ended. It has
been quite a year for Seattle
music, and why not? The Mari
néis and the Seahawks sude.
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TEST SMART
F il l

. ...

c o r r e c t

help...I'm trapped inside this damn liardrive!
the horror, the horror

B o x :

W hich course h as w h at it ta k e s to g et you into G ra d u a te ,
B usiness or Law S chool of your choice?
A ) T est S m a rt H
B) P rinceton R eview ■
C ) K aplan

If y o u r a n s w e r w a s " A " c a l l u s a n d f i n d o u t w h y
T E S T S M A R T has the answers!
C l a s s e s f o r n e x t e x a m b e g i n in M i d - O c t o b e r

HOT! HOT! HOT!
See feu On The Beach

SPRING BREAK 199?
with

P£R M + BODY W AVe
S P B C ÌA L W IT H K A R E - M

CAMPUS GET-AWAVS
I

$ 40° °

CALL NOW TO BE A REP AND EARN A FREE TRIP
Sii. i

I n c lu d e « h a i r c u t .

C a ll for A P P
7 4 4 _ 3 1 3 4

X w es-P ri 1 0 - 6
S a t 1 0 -4

1- 800- 2-CANCUN

13 rmg \v\ this ad!
L -o c.a ie .Ji a t 1 0 2 A

Wa+ckurvg Ave,A/\orv+clair
C xp.
3 0 ,1 9 9 3

v mmZm. 1 3
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
TO PLACE A CLASSIFIED AD, PLEASE SEND
THE AD (25-30 WORDS), ALONG WITH A CHECK
OR MONEY ORDER FOR $8.00 PAYABLE TO THE
MONTCLARION TO: THE MONTCLAMON113 STU
DENT CENTER ANNEX, MONTCLAIR STATE COL
LEGE, UPPER MONTCLAIR, N J 07043, ATTN.

HELP WANTED
PA R T T IM E POSITION Entry level position available for
a satellite station operator. Audio
visual experience preferred but
not required. Willing to train.
Positions available in: Essex
& Monmouth County.
Summer positions also avail
able at Atlantic City Racecourse.
Winterpositions also available
at Cherry Hill New Jersey.
Please contact Kelly Broad
casting Systems at 201-673-2226
Dean Witter Reynolds - Bro
kers Assistants wanted. Much
Telemarketing involved; M/F; $5
per hour to start, plus bonus. Flex
ible hours; call Kevin Fay at 7857924.
$200 - $500 W EEKLY
Assemble products at home.
Easy! No selling. You’re paid di
rect. Fully Guaranteed. FR EE Information-24HourHotline. 801379-2900 Copyright#NJ11KDH

I g M E L E E E I I S e U quality
vacations for the most reliable
Spring Break Company! Jamaica,
Cancan, Bahamas, Margarita Is
land, Florida. Best commissions/
service. Sun Splash Tours 1-800426-7710.
•♦W ANTED** Campus Rep
resentatives to promote Spring
Break and Ski trips. Earn free trip
& cash!!! Call 1-800-862-7325.
“ I F Y O G L IK E P IN A
COL ADAS,” Free Spring Break
trips & cash, you can have it all!
We are looking for serious stu
dents to market our programs. Re
liable & prestigious travel com
pany. Call Diana! 1-800-925-8500,
or 212-679-7699 (NYC).

Upper M ontclair - RENT
FREE ♦ One & a half rooms and
board in exchange for minimal
childcare, (7:45am-8:45am &
5:30ptn-7:30pm, M-F) Kitchen,
Laundty, Parking included. Fe
male, non-smoker must have car
and childcare experience. Leave
message at 509-2288.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE: 1971 Comet 2
door. Great condition. Must sell
$300. Call Biology secretary 8934397.

CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED
89MERCEDES.
$200
86 VW...
$50
87 MERCEDES..... ......$100
65 MUSTANG,...,......... ,.$50
Choose from thousands start
ing $25. FREE Information-24
Hour Hotline. 801-379-2929.
Copyright #NJ 1IKJC.
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Corinne- The advantages of
being with a Drop-In Center coun
selor? The next time he tries to slit
his wrists, he can call her direct.
Love, Me
Alicia (D-Phi-E)- You did an
awesome job. Thank you. Prima
Tothe sisters ofSigmaDeltaPhi
who attended the Mixer: Thanks,
we had a great time. To the others:
“Kopaphushlagon!” This means
“Piss o ff’ in Yiddish. Senate
Smooch, You scum sucking
battle ????. But really you know
that I love you. Love, #7
Tricia (AIX) #119- Go drunk
driving on Friday night! Love,Mel
(AIX) #115
Jim M. (ZBT)-1 hope to hang
out again real soon. Love, Me
Tina (D-Phi-E)- You ’re the best
Big! Good luck with everything.
Love your Little, AH #100
To Randi- Your eyelashes are
so long and so cool too. Love, Lois

ACTIVITIES

Come to a BIBLE STUDY
starting Oct 6, 7:30pm @20
Church S t Suite 2 Montclair,
Bring a friend. Call for directions

Janice it’s very big of you to be
my Big! I am your Little Lois.
To the best Littles ever- Niyati
and Lisa (AIX)-1 love you guys!
Love, Your Big Melissa #115
Good Luck Iota class of D-PhiE. You guys are awesome. AH 72

CHILD CARE
C reative, energetic, warm
babysitter needed for 5 year old
boy. Pick up from school fourdays
and bring to our home. Call me at
work please. (718) 720-9562.

FOR S A L E -1979 Olds Cut
lass Salon. NEW: brakes, m uf
fler, shocks, tires. Needs carb
work. Only 70,000 mi. A/C. $850
or b/o.
LEAVE M ESSA GE for
Kevin at 893-5169.

To Chrissy, Nice Skirt, I ’ll try
not to lift it up as much, Kevin
Thanks for stealing my antenna.
Hope you have lots of fun shoving
it up your ass!
Corinne- Unlike others we
know I guess honesty is my best
policy. Truth is on our side and its
up to the rest to find out for them
selves. Ilona

Personals
Theta Kappa Chi Xi ClassGood luck! Stick with it- have
strength in pledging strength in
sisterhood. Love, Laura #72
Ivet, I ’m glad we met in history
class. We should do lunch more
often and probably go out some
time. Love, Casanot.
Thank you all for being so con
cerned, the bra was found!
Shannon- Don’t slutp! Because
this is Junior High! Your “Yo
Brooklyn” buddy! (Lois)
For the female who wrote the
Wanted Ad for the guy in last
week’spersonals, you haven’t met
nothing until you meet me. Casanot
Peraza- Sigma, Duck, da dude,
dude, dude, dude you d___ he.
Love, Palme
Kristen (phi Sigma Pi pledge)-

I’m so glad you ’re pledging. Don ’t
worry, you can handle it. I ’ll al
ways be here foryou. Lots ofluck!
Love, your roomie and future
brother, Sharon
Andrea K. (Sigma pledge)You’re doing great! Keep up the
good work! Love, Your secret sis
ter
Lizzaid, I ’m glad I signed you
up too. You’re the greatest. Love,
Prima
Scottso- You’re the best, feel
better. Love you, Prima
D-Phi-E is # 1 .1 love you guys.
Love, A.H. 72

To Theta Kappa Chi Xi pledge
class- Good luck girls. Strength in
Sisteihood rules! Love, #79
To all Senators who were
present at the Sigma House on 10/
3/92- I ’d like to take this opportu
nity to give you all a warm thank
you for not setting our house on
fire and for coming through with
the beer. It wasn’t that out of con
trol. The Live-ins
Delta Xi Delta #9- You were
right that Tuesday. I should have
just called him a scumbag and
never, never let him talk!!! Your
support means the world to me.
Love and sisterhood DeltaXi Delta

#6
Casanot and Bleeker- The two
guys with the sexiest butts. We
hope you keep them looking good
till the Spring Semester so we can
keep our eyes on them. Love you,
Sexy Brenda, Tanya and Kim

The scratched one- If a certain
kitten that still knows how to
scratch isn’t getting wet kisses,
then I guess you haven’t been
scratched enough? Meow

To the F rivolous fem ale
GeraldoThanx so much for your pres
ence today. 10/7/92 True Confes
sions? Kev and I have just missed
your smiling face. You made our
Yom Kippur...
Celia - Did you find your social
notebook?Concemed-Dan Front
Desk.
To Lori- Miss you at the Stu
dent Center. Stop by and visit me.
PLEA SE,PL E A SE ,PL E A SE !Dan
To “The PUnisher” (A.K.A.#3)
I treasure you.Love your future
wife?
Joe R.M. 210Freeman I am passionatelyinlovewithyou. Please,take
pity and sleep with me!
Maryann- Ouch. Does your
hand still hurt? No comment.

8, 1992

is no excuse and it won’t ever
happen again! Ilona
Katrina, Heatherand Liz (AIX)I was thinking about the present
and then I said, “Hey, its in the past
now!” Carrie
AIX- Carm and Rachel- Sorry
I was belting out “It Must Have
Been Love” on the way home from
Sigma Pi. Love, Pat Kelly
Eileen (SDT)- Thanks for not
brushing your teeth! Love, Neen
Kelly (AIX)- I‘m so glad we ’re
becoming so close! I love you.
Melissa (AIX)
Good luck to the Omicron
pledge class of AIX! You candoit!
Love, Melissa- Assistant Dean
LAURIE IVAN for Homecom
ing Queen!
Dana, I ’m glad you’re back!
Love, Your little Little AH #100
Stacey D-Xi-D, Please don’t
fail this Thursday!!! Love, Piedad
D-Xi-D
???, Did you ever get that bra
back? ???
Brian (ZBT)- You look cute as
a Mexican! You can make me
margaritas anytime! I love you!!!
Tina
Amazon R.A. in Freeman
Go find another jungle to swing
in.. Signed, no fan of yours.
Tomato- Good luck with the
Greek Goddess
Hey Baby doll. Iloves ya. You
did good handling the Beast. Can’t
wait for the Hoboken weekend.
Tiff- How much really is 8
ounces of milk? The witch
Ariel- Acquaintances come and
go, but best friends are forever!
Love You, Flounder
Amy (phi Sig pledge)-1 am so
happy that you are my little! Can’t
wait till Thursday night! Welcome
to the family! Love, Your Big Sis
ter
Chris- Life is a Highway...It’s
an adventure being your roomie.
Love, Steph
Tommy T. (D-Chi)- Congratu
lations on Japan! At least you’re
already used to short people (i.e.
me). Love, Jockey
Theta Pledges- Keep up the
good work and stick together.
Jill, Steph, Jill (Theta)-1 had an
awesome time Saturday. Let’s go
garbage picking again soon.
Home Depot- The place to be.

H elene-Innocent
as
a
Nun...From Hell!!HI love you!

JeffS. (D Chi)- Where have you
been? I miss you and your buns.

Emily - Oh, sure you are a
virgin..How do you explain the ten
guys in the closet??

J.T. (Theta)- You are whipped.
HA HA.

Lori S. I am really sorry, there

SU B M IT-4 W alls-O ct. 12
..
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46 Kennedy and
Danson
1 Luke o f " S t a r W ars'1 47 Te n n is r e p la y
10 E le g a n t
48 B la n c or Ju n g frau
14 Nickname f o r S y r a  50 A rle n e ----cu se U n iv . (2 w d s. ) 52 B u l l f i g h t c r y
15 T u rk is h t i t l e
53 A c tre s s P e r r in e ,
16 Deep in vo lve m e n t
fo r s h o r t
17 P la c e o f s a c r i f i c e
54 S t o g ie , w e ste rn
18 Gypsy Rose ----s t y le
58 Old TV show,
19 Law yer ( a b b r .)
"GE ----- Bowl"
20 E x i le s
22 V e rd i opera
60 O rg a n iz a tio n f o r
24 P it c h e r 's s t a t i s t i c
M r. Chips
25 N a t l. C o l l . -----61 French a r t i c l e
A ssn .
62 " . . .p a r t r id g e in
26 Famous vo lcan o
tre e "
63 Som ething th a t
28 H r. Rogers
F e l i x Unger has
29 Hundred y e a rs
( a b b r .)
66 GRE and SAT
30 P a rt o f e=mc‘
67 S a i l o r s ' p a tro n
(2 w ds. )
33 Economics a b b re v i
68 B e in g : L a t .
a tio n
69 Max F a c to r
35 Parody
37 Under o n e 's g u id 
p ro d u ct (2 w ds. )
ance (2 w ds. )
39 ------Mahal
41 C lo th in g c h a r 
1 Fre n ch c ro s s in g
2 O f f i c i a l language
a c t e r is t ic s
o f Cambodia
42 E a r bone
44 B a s k e t b a ll game
3 Where S a n 'a is
need
4 M isfo rtu n e

ACROSS

DOWN

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
15
21
23
27
30
31
32
34
36
38
40
43
45
49
51
55
56
57
59
60
64
65

Sham eless
D urable
Type o f s h i r t
----- t r i p
P r o v id e , as a
s e r v ic e
------A lto
E xclu d e s o c i a l l y
In p ie c e s
S e v e r it y
T ro p ic a l f r u i t s
God o f lo v e
Fa b le w r i t e r
O pp osite o f s y n .
Lose
Playm ates o f deer
La c k in g n a t io n a l it y
—
a v io n
Le g a l ow nership
B a sk e t m akers
Buddy Ebsen r o le
S m e lte ry w aste
A tta c h e s
S a t is fy
F ir e s id e
Trade o rg a n iz a tio n
P r e f i x : wind
P la n t a g a in
Overdue
B a ll e t movement
O pposite o f c le r g y
S u f f i x : re g io n

ANSWERS
TO EH. I S
W E E K ’S
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Calvin

and

Hobbes

S u s i e , d o Tom w a n t i d
trade

c a pt a in

n apalm

BUBBLE GUM CARDS ?

Calvin

and
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by Bill Watterson

AFTER CHEWING ALMOST
«20 WORTH OF GUM, INE
C011ECTED AU. THE CARDS
EXCEPT NUMBERS 8 AND 3 V
I'LL TRADE TCU AWT DUPLI
CATE FOR EITHER OF THOSE.

Hobbes

I DONT COLLECT
CAPTAIN NAPALM
BUBBLE GUM CARDS

Calvin

and

Hobbes
TWO MINUTES AGO, I
WAS EATING DETILLEP
HAM, CHOCOLATE M ILK.
GRAPES, AND ICE CREAM.

I L£WE
RECESS.'

FT MUST BE DEPRESSING
TO GO THROUGH LIFT
WITH NO PyRTOSE.

/

by Bill Watterson

Calvin

and

1992

by Bill Wafterson
AND NOW I'M RUNNING
AROUND ON A PLATGROWD
FULL OF HAU SEA-INDUCING.
DISORIENTING MOTION
____ _ DEVICES.

Hobbes

by Bill Watterson
WE LIFT UP FLAP ' B ' AND
IT 5 ATS. - TOURE A
MOUTH-BREATHING BAG
OF B O O G E R S/'

HEN S U S IE ,
PICK. A
NUMBER IN
THE FORTUNE
TELLER.

M M H M IM W

;0>,

Calvin

and

Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

Calvin

and

Hobbes

by Bill Watterson
PIDNT TOO
\ I K NO
HEAR THE BEU.? I DONE
RECESS IS
1 XET.
ONER. ITS TIME
TO GO IN.

?)o H eeem i e e n o w k r m e e ,
ro e a rn e r, m e m t o m ..
TiM em iM m p m o m c Y ;

f

\
».

NOW, IJUSTM lW TieAPW ZRRm r,

00

NOTMUCHA PtFFeXeNT STORY...

. . I MISATBe MASHePANP
STANVN& SMASHTP,
A ll TIPPie, SUCKANP60Pe-y.{/

60 SOPRAMACK, I'M

001fJ(, !

i ‘ "

. TOe RISK15 THATI I I
m e n e e /t a t ,
ANP QUAYie M IL PeCK
MY TUSH /
^

%

7PMÌRP YoNCee PNKMY fftO H ..

rue m&ee jumpofpoom'.

(\n imrs tem o jumpinglbft,

IT TAMES ME MORE THAN
ONE RECESS TO WEAR
« (S E L F INTO A STATE
j
O F SUBMISSION

Modest Bucci excited over soccer team's outlook
Dominick: Bucci knew what he
was doing when he transferred to
MSÇ from Rutgers University.
The junior from Edison, by way
of St. Benedict's, has enjoyed a
great deal of success in his twoplus seasons on the MSC soccer
field. Currently, Bucci is an AllAmerican candidate on this year’s
Page 22

7-3 squad.. Bucci is am ajor reason
for die Red Hawks' success this
year.
Not only is he talented, but he's

was named an All-American in
1991. He was also MSC’s Defen
sive MVP last year.
H ead coach R ob C hesney
knows how important Bucci is to
the Red Hawks program. "Dom
leads onr defense from the back,"
said the second-year head Coach.

ÍÜ 8

since he was five years old anc
says the game has "just come natu
rally to m e.”
Bucci, a two-time high schoo
AU-Aiherican, believes this year's
squad can go very far. "We’re
healthy now and we're really put
ting things together. I like oui
c h a n c e s s a id Bucci.
T hursday, O ctober 8, 1992
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W alker sets rushing m ark and is thankful for chance
by Michael Frasco

With his ability to run, catch
and block with equal effective
ness, MSC tailback John Walker
possesses a combination of skids
that have made him a truly special
football player over the last three
years at MSC.
Throughout his footbad career,
he has utdized each of these skids
to etch his name on the pages of the
MSC record books. In Saturday
n ig h t’s 27-7 v icto ry against
Ramapo College in the 14th An
nual Pride Bowl, his 151 yards
rushing gave him 3,109 yards,
breaking Leroy Horn’s old stan
dard of 2,942 yards set in 1987.
Two weeks earder, in a loss to
Ithaca College, Walker set the alltime record for carries when he ran
the bad for the 592nd time, break
ing Horn’s record of 591 carries
for a career.
His 4,040 all-purpose yards al
ready place him atop that category
as wed. The 5’ 9" senior broke the
mark of 3,079, set by Ed Chavis
last season.
So W alker is obviously no
stranger to rushing and scoring
records, and with at least six games
left this season, the Montvdle na
tive has a shot at a few more records,
and an even more distinctive place
in MSC footbad history.
But Walker’s story is much
more than records and his place as
one of the greatest footbad players
in this school’s history. Walker is
an earnest, down-to-earth indi
vidual, who has taken none of his
achievements on the field for

granted.
Last week, Walker and a few of
his teammates visited youngsters
with disabdities at a local hospital,
in an effort to reach out and pro
vide them with
some words of
encouragement.
He said, " I ’m
happy God gave
me the chance to
play. Som e o f
these kids were
nev er given a
chance, so I thank
God and my par
ents for giving me
the ab ility to
play."
A nd w hile
W alker has cer
tainly made the
most of his talents
as a bad player and
as an individual, it
took him a couple
of years in college
to distinguish what
he truly wanted in
life.
After red-shirting his freshman
year at Northeastern, Walker
transferred to Westchester Univer
sity. However, due to an NCAA
rule , Walker had to sit out a year
since he moved to another divi
sion . This was the case with Walker
as Northeastern has a Division 1AA football program and
Westchester’s is a Division 2 pro
gram. However, after his experi
ence at Westchester, Walker made
a decision as to what direction he
wanted his tife to go. “I finally
readzed I was going to codege for

Volleyball looks to salvage
season with late charge
b y N ic o le Festa
MSC volleyball fans were hop
ing that the NJAC matchup with
William Paterson might ignite a
long awaited winning spark for the
winless Red Hawks. However,
their hopes were diminished when
the Red Hawks dropped yet an
other game to add to their accumu
lating loss column. Although they
played an inspirational first match,
just getting nudged by the score of
16-14, their zest seemed to disap
pear in the last two. They were
dominated by William Paterson in
both matches, and lost both of them
by a disappointing score of 15-3.
The bright outlook of a suc
cessful volleyball season seems to
become dimmer each week for the
Red Hawks. Although there has

been tremendous improvement
throughout the season, it is not
enough of a consolation to what
thus far has been a disappointing
year. However, they still have a
few big games left. A win at any
one of these games could bring a
huge moral and confident boost to
the team. Three of these remaining
games are with fellow NJAC com
petitors. They will face Rutgers
Newark on Tuesday, Oct. 13 at 7
p.m . at P anzer G ym nasium ;
Ramapo on Tuesday, Oct. 20 at 7
p.m. at Ramapo, and finally, Kean
on Tuesday, Oct. 27 at 7 p.m. at
Panzer Gymnasium. Kean will be
the last home game for the volley
ball team this '92 season. Hope
fully, the Red Hawks can bounce
back and win some games to finish
out their season.

an education, not just footbad,” he
said.
Walker transferred to MSC in
1989 with four years of athletic

eligibdity, impressed with the edu
cational and athletic programs it
had to offer. In May, he wdl gradu
ate with a degree in Podtical Sci
ence and a concentration in Parale
gal Studies. He plans to get a job
working in a paralegal firm, and in
a few years, attend law school.

The W alker File
Age: 23
Height: 5'9"
Weight: 195

Major: Political Science
Minor: Paralegal Studies
Residency: Montville

However, Walker would not
hesitate if he were offered a chance
to play professional footbad, be it
in Canada, Europe or even the NFL.
“I would love to play professional
football, but it’s very hard to do
that. If the opportunity is there I
would take it, but it’s not some
thing I ’m counting on.”
While nothing has materialized
for Walker in the aspect of playing
professionady, he has his career
priorities set and plans to pursue
them with the same intensity he
plays with on the field.
The All-American candidate
said he owes a lot of his success to
running backs and special teams
coach, Rich O ’Connor. He said,
“Coach has been very patient and
helpful over the years. H e’s done a
great job coaching.” He continued,
“If I had a bad game or did some
thing wrong, he always said that’s
correctable and sit down with me
and point out what I needed to
correct.”
Walker also pointed out that he
could not have accomplished all

he has without his offensive line
men overthe years. “It’s very easy
to do the running, it’s a harder part
to do the blocking. I ’d like to thank
all those linemen, they did an un
believable job,” he said.
On the subject of his most no
table accomplishment on the fieldthe rushing record- Walker said he
never gave it too much thought “It
all started when I broke the high
school nishing record (Montville).
So I got into the frame of mind that
I wanted to do it wherever I played
in college. I never really thought
about it, but I guess the yards piled
up and it just happened.”
Indeed Walker has already se
cured a special place in the MSC
football record books, but it is his
humble and self-disciplined ap
proach that p erso n ifies what
Walker is all about. He said,
"Nobody's betterthan anybody: It's
just the way you present yourself.
But if you're given that chance,
you have to take advantage of it
and do it to the best of your abil
ity.”

Graduate student McAuliffe wins drugtested N.J. powerlifting competition
by Keith A. Idee
MSC football’s strength and
conditioning coach and graduate
student Joe McAuliffe impres
sively won the New Jersey State
Power Lifting Competition on Sept.
27. The competition is sponsored
by the A m erican D rug Free
Powerlifting Federation.
The competition is based on
three different lifts; squats, dead
lifts, and bench presses. Each lifter
gets three lifts in each category.
The best lift in each of the three
categories compiles the lifter’s to
tal score.
McAuliffe, who wasinthe 181pound weight class, lifted a total
of 1675 lbs. (squat-650, dead-585,
bench-440). His closest competi
tor lifted nearly 1400 lbs.
What’s even more impressive,
is that this com petition was
McAuliffe's first since 1990. The
MSC graduate student took two
years off due to a bulging disc and
tom ligaments in his back. After
extensive rehabilitation McAuliffe
returned to the circuit in style.
By winning this competition,
McAuliffe qualified for the Na
tional Tournament in June.

“To be honest, I blew everyone
away at the meet. It felt really
good, especially coming back from
the injury,” said Mcauliffen.
McAuliffe, a graduate of Red

McAuliffe bench pressed 440 lbs.
Bank Catholic High School, is
proud to stress that he is steroidfree. “I ’m 100% clean. I don’t need
the juice,” he said.
M cA uliffen began liftin g
weights about 10 years ago. He
began winning contests while at
Red Bank Catholic, setting the N. J.
high school record by benching

365 lbs.
The 5 ’5” former football player
then went on to Cal State-Hay ward.
From 1986-89 he lifted in NCAA
sanctioned competitions. In ‘89,
he was the NCAA national cham
pion and set records in the squat
(650 lbs.) and the bench press (429
lbs.).
After graduating, McAuliffe
went on to Long Beach State to be
the 49ers’ strength and condition
ing coach. While at Long Beach
State, he worked under legendary
college coach George Allen. That
ex p erien ce has been one of
McAuliffe's most memorable.
“It was like walking around
with a legend. George was a great
motivator and I learned a great
deal from him,” said McAuliffe.
After Allen’s death in 1990,
the Long Beach State program went
downhill, and McAuliffe headed
back east. When he returned to
New Jersey, he called MSC head
coach Rick Giancola and inquired
about a strength and conditioning
position. Since MSC had a va
cancy, and McAuliffe wasn’t in
terested in the money, the job was
his.
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Sports

A VIEW
FRON THE
PRESSBOX
W here have you gone Joe D iM aggio?
Another painful season has
goneby for Yankee fans. For the
fourth season in a row, the Bronx
Bombers had a losing season.
The New York Yankees have
the richest tradition in baseball.
That tradition includes 20 mem
bers of the Hall of Fame, 29 Ameri
can Leaugue Championships, and
19 World Championships. In ad
dition, some of the game's greatest
legends have been Yankees.
Attendance at Yankee Stadium
and overall fan interest are down.
The fans are frustrated. Are the
days of winning divisions, pen
nants, and World Series' just a dis
tant memory? Probably not.
Although the Bombers had a
losing season, they made strides in
the right direction in 1992.
Signing Buck Showalter to a
tliree-year contract over the sum
mer was definately a wise move.
Showalter is a player's manager.
He deals with his players on a
personal level. He lets players
know what their roles are. If you
think these aren't important quali
ties in a manager, go check the
unemployment line, and I'm sure
you'll find Stump Merrill. The
Stump wasn't a bad buy, but he was
definately not a communicator.
While Showalter is a positive
for '93, pitching is not. For nearly
10 seasons, starting pitching has
been a Yankee sore spot. That
should change during the off-sea
son.
G eneral M an ag er Gene
Michael seems to have his heart set
on trading for California left
hander Jim Abbot. However, how
much is Abbot going to cost the
Yanks?

Also,the Yankees will prob
ably test the free agent market for
pitching. Did somebody say David
Cone?
Aside from Cone, there are
several attractive pitchers on the
market, including: Greg Maddux,
Greg Swindell, John Smiley, and
DougDrabek. However, the Yan
kees might already have a name
plate for Cone's lockerin the club
house.
The starting pitching may not
be as far from formidable as some
think. Melido Perez had an excel
lent season, although you can't tell
from his record. Rookie right
handers Sam Militello and Bob
Wickman also showed promise
during the second half of the sea
son. Closer Steve Farr again qui
etly had another impressive year.
The addition of one or possibly
two big-name starters would make
the Y ankees' staff one of baseball's
best.
Offensively, the Yankees are
very solid. They have a produc
tive lineup, but it looks like it is
going to be tampered with in the
offseason. Danny Tartabull fig
ures to be left unprotected in the
November expansion draft and
Mel Hall isn't in the team's plans
for'93. The Yankscouldgetstung
if either Florida or Colorado de
cide to pay the remainder of
Tartabull's $25 million contract.
Thus, Plan B. Lose Tartabull
to expansion and sign possibly the
game's best player, Pittsburgh
outfielderBarry Bonds. The word
is that Bonds wants to play in San
Diego, but George is coming back.
That means money will not be an
object. Money talks, you know

MSC Sports Schedule
Thursday, O c t 8:
;
Women’s soccer (away) vs. Manhattanvilie, 4 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 9:
Field hockey (away) vs. Lock Haven, 4 p.ra
Men’s soccer (home) vs. King's Point, 8 pro.
Saturday, Oct. 10:
H eld hockey (away) vs. Cortland, 1 p.m.
Football (aw ay) vs. Kean, 2 p.m.
Volleyball (home), Hunter Tournament, 9 a.m.
Women’s soccer (away), Catholic, 1:30 p.m,.
Women's tennis (away) vs.Rowan, 12 p.m.

the rest of the saying.
Roberto Kelly may not be part
of the team's plans for '93 either.
Afteradisappointing’92 campaign,
Kelly is more likely to be for pitch
ing. The rest of the team figures to
remain the same, other than expan
sion draft losses.
With changes in personnel and
some luck, maybe the Yankees will
be contenders again in '93. Hey,
they might even win the division.
They might even win the league
championship. Then, they could

T hursday, O ctober 8,1992

win the World Series. Hold on, I'm
rambling, aren't I? It is fun to
dream though, and I don't even
need a dollar to do it.

Calling the shots...
Should Magic Johnson play
basketball in the NB A this season?
Why shouldn’t he? He proved in
the Olympics that he can still play
at the level he always has. He's up
to playing weight and he wants to
play. If anyone in the league doesn't
want to play with him because he
is HIV positive, then that player
should either read a pamphlet or
find another job. Otherwise play
ball and be quiet I hope Net fans
aren't too distraught about the loss
of forward T erry Mills to the Pis
tons. First of all, Mills was only
going to get backup minutes behind starters Derrick Coleman and
C hris M orris. Secondly, Mills
was reportedly 30 pounds over
weight and had abandoned train
ing in the off-season. Finally, and
most importantly, he didn't want to
play for the Nets, even for $1.9

million per year. Willis Reed and
Co. should be happy that they didn't
have to pay Mills. Now that they
have the extra money, they can
sign players to fill other holes.....
This one deviates from the sports
world, but I have to get it off my
chest. Does anyone else agree that
Sinead O 'C onnor is going straight
to hell? The thing that really gets
me is that she will get tons of
publicity out of this. Gee, I wonder
ifthatw asherplan. The little baldheaded no-talent had one hit song,
and she didn't even write it. Before
ripping up the picture of Pope John
Paul D, she didn't want the na
tional anthem to be played before a
concert at the Garden State Arts
Center. Then she wouldn't be on
Saturday Night Live because
Andrew" Dice" Clay was the host.
Enough is enough already. Send
her back to Ireland to grow pota
toes or whatever they do there.....
Oh, there are now three things in
life that you have to do. Pay taxes,
die and watch Seinfeld (Wenesday,
9p.m. on Channel 4).
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George Calle, Managing Editor:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

x-N.Y. Giants -7 over Phoenix. Two in a row?
N.Y. Jets -2 1/2 over x-Indianapolis. I know, I know. Bettiri the Jets.
Philadelphia over x-Kansas City in a pick 'em.
x-Miami -7 over Atlanta. Must you ask?
Pittsburgh -2 1/2 over x-Cleveland. Had to pick a fifth game.

Rob Campos, Editor-In-Chief of the Anarchist Syndicate:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

x-N ew York Giants -7 over Phoenix. I hope, again.
N.Y. Jets -2 1/2 over x-Indianapolis. Why the hell not?
Atlanta +7 over x-Miami. I don't care what the Dolphins did to Buffalo.
Philadelphia over x-Kansas City in a pick 'em. Super Bowl preview.
x-Dallas -15 1/2 over Seattle. Cowboys have the cheerleader advantage.

Keith A. Idee, Sports Editor
1. Phoenix+7 over x-N.Y. Giants. Are the Cards for real after beating the Redskins. No, but
take the points.
2. N .Y .Jets-21/2 over x-Indianapolis. Nagle and Co. should overcome and improved Colt "D."
3. Philadelphia over x-Kansas City in a pick 'em. Even on the road, the Eagles are too tough on
both sides of the ball.
4. x-Miami -7 over Atlanta. Lethal offense and solid ”D ” keeps Dolphins' loss column empty.
5. Pittsburgh -2 1/2 over x-Cleveland. Browns' quarterback situation is an ugly one.
Kevin Schwoebel, Prophet Bigg:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

x-N.Y. Giants -7 over Phoenix. I have no shame.
x-Indianapolis +2 1/2 over N.Y. Jets. One win does not make a season.
Seattle +15 1/2 over x-Dallas. I still like their helmets.
x-Kansas City over Philadelphia in a pick 'em. A close call, but Eagles are due for a loss.
Denver +9 over x-Washington. Becaruse I said so, that's why.

Bob Wintermute, Managing Editor of the Anarchist Syndicate:
Tuesday, Oct. 13:
Held hockey (home) vs. William Paterson, 8 p.m
Volleyball (home) vs. Rutgers Newark, 7 p.m.
Women's tennis (away) vs. NYU, 3 p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 14:
Men's soccer (home) vs. Stockton, 8 p.m.
Women’s tennis (home) vs. FDU-Teaneck, 3 p.m.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Phoenix +7 over x-N.Y. Giants. The Giants continue their slow slide into mediocrity.
N.Y. Jets -2 1/2 over x-Indianapolis. C'mon, they can beat the Colts, can’t they?
x-Dallas -15 1/2 over Seattle. It really sucks to be a Seahawk.
Pittsburgh -2 1/2 over x-Cleveland. The Steelers will win the AFC Central.
x-Miami -7 over Atlanta. Marino and Shula are both due for a title shot.

x-denotes home team

■
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Red H aw ks regain their "prid e,” beat R am apo 27-7
by Michael Frasco
MSC rediscovered its winning
ways in record-breaking fashion
Saturday night, defeating Ramapo
College 27-7, in the 14th Annual
Pride Bowl.
An MSC record home crowd of
6.941 witnessed the Red Hawks
avenge last year’s come-from-behind 23-17 victory, by Ramapo, to
gain its first Pride Bowl victory in
four years.
Highlighting the Red Hawk vic
tory was senior tailback John
Walker, who became MSC’s all
timeleading rusher with a 151 yard
effort on 32 carries. Walker, named
the Pride Bowl Offensive MVP,
now has 3,109 yards rushing in his
career, which tops the old record of
2.942 set by Leroy Horn in 1987.
(See Walker story on page 26).
MSC sealed the victory in the
fourth quarter when Larry Thomp
son forced a fumble by Ramapo
quarterback, Greg Marco, at the
Ramapo eight and John Clidy of

MSC recovered at the six. On the
next play, Walker took it in for the
score w ith 11:01 left. S cott
Rubinetti made the PAT to put the
Red Hawks up 17-7.
Rubinetti, a freshman, got into
the record books when he kicked
a 50-yard field goal to stretch the
MSC lead to 20-7, with 8:44 left.
The field goal was the longest in
Pride Bowl history, surpassing
Wagner's Walter Lopez, who had
hit fo r 43 yards. The kick also
tied the MSC record fo r longest
conversion, tying the record held
by Anthony Colasurdo who hit
fo r the same distance against
William Paterson in 1988.
MSC would score once more
on a Neil Ruiz one yard plunge,
with 15 seconds left, to close out
the 27-7 victory.
The margin could have even
been bigger for MSC, but Jerry
Mattress’ 100-yard kickoff return
in the second quarter was negated
by a clipping penalty.
The Red Hawks struck first in

the game when defensive end Fred
Kaes blocked a punt, giving MSC
the ball at the Roadtunners’ 23. Six
plays later, Rubinetti nailed a 41yard field goal, at 8:43 of the first
quarter, to give MSC a 3-0 lead.
Ramapo put together a drive in
its next possession, getting to the
MSC 12-y atd line. During the drive,
quarterback Jim Jugan injured the
pinky on his throwing hand, on a
six yard keeper. After a time out,
freshman Greg M arco replaced
Jugan.
H ow ever, tw o plays later,
Marco was sacked by Kaes for an
11-yardloss. After adelay-of-game
penalty against Ramapo, Marco
was dropped again, this time by
noseguard Larry Thompson for an
eight-yard loss to close out the first
quarter.
The Red Hawks made it 10-0
late in the first half, on a 36-yard
touchdown strike from quarterback
Steve Banas to wide receiver
Tyrone Rolls. Walker ran six con
secutive times for 44-yards in the

drive, with the seventh play result
ing in the score, capping off the 80yard drive.
Ramapo’s lone score was set
up on the ensuing kickoff, as Deon
Candia raced 86-yards to the MSC
one. It was the longest runback in
Pride Bowl History. On the fol
lowing play, Marco scored on a
keeper. Pedro Borda’s kick cut the
Red Hawk lead to 10-7 with 6:08
left in the half.
The MSC defense, led by
Thom pson’s seven tackles and
three sacks, along with inside line
backer Duane Grade’s 11 tackles,
played its best game of the season.
After giving up an average of over
500 total yards in the Cortland and
Ithaca games, the Red Hawks held
Ramapo to just 128 total yards,
only 14 rushing.
Head coach Rick Giancola was
pleased with his team ’s perfor
mance. He said, “We accomplished
a major goal by playing well in the
second half."
Giancola attributed this turn

around to the concentration and
discipline displayed by his players
during the two weeks of practice
MSC had to prepare for this game.
“Now we must accomplish our
next goal by trying to do that for
two games in a row.”
Walker had a similar view on
the team’s current outlook. He said,
“We know we ’re a good team. We
feel that if we take one game at a
time, step by step, we will win
each of the next six games."
Red Haw k N otes...W alker
earned NJAC Co-Player of the
Week honors along with William
P aterso n
tailb ack
A1
W hite...Thom pson and G rad e
were named Co-Defensive playersofthe game...Walker alsomade
it to the ECAC honor roll...The
attendance record of 6,491 sur
passed the old mark of 6,435 in
1988 against William Paterson...
MSC travels to Kean College this
Saturday with a 2:00 p.m. start.

M en’s soccer continues
Cross country's Dennis
turnaround with four game stars in N.J. College
Championships
winning streak
by Mark Alan Belnay
by Craig Berosh
“The difference between a suc
cessful team and others is not alack
of talent, not a lack of knowledge,
but rather a lack of will."
These words are those of leg
endary coach Vince Lombardi .
They are written on the wall of the
MSC soccer team ’s locker room as
a reminder about the kind of effort
head coach Rob Chesney desires
from his players. It was the strong
will of the Red Hawks that was the
difference in a hard fought 1-0 vic
tory, over nationally ranked Vassar
(NY) College, Friday night at
Sprague Field.
Afternumerous frustrating nearmissed opportunities, MSC was
awarded apenalty kick when Carlos
Hanze was taken down in the box.
Dominick Bucci converted with
18:22 left in the game to break a
scoreless tie. The goal was Bucci’s
team - leading seventh of the sea
son.
That was all the scoring MSC
would need because the willful de
fense consisting of Bucci, Mario

Batelli, T.C. Degeyter and Hugo
Munoz allowed the visitors only
five shots and even fewer actual
scoring chances. “Our defense
played a real solid game for the full
90 minutes,” said Chesney. MSC

MSC goalkeeper Mark Williams
mans the Red Hawks net.
goaltender Mark W illiam s re
corded his second shutout of the
season.
On Wednesday, Sept. 30, the

Red Hawks travelled to Rutgers
Newark for an inter-conference
matchup. Eric Neubait scored the
game winner, his sixth of the sea
son, 1:44 into the second half, as
MSC outclassedRutgers 4-2. Other
goal scorers included Bucci, B atelli
(third of the season), and Julio
Cengarle who got his first of the
season. The w in m oved
Montclair’s NJAC record to 3-1.
The two wins last week made it
four in a row for the Red Hawks
and raised their record to 7-3. After
an up and dow n start, coach
Chesney has his young team play
ing winning soccer. “We are get
ting better and healthier every day,
every game," said Chesney.
The Red Hawks play three con
secutive home games starting Fri
day night against highly-ranked
Kings Point at Sprague Field, be
ginning at 8 p.m., in what should
be another tightly battled contest.
The homestand continues with
NJAC battles with Stockton State
on Wednesday, Oct. 14 at 8 p.m.,
and Trenton State, on Friday, Oct.
16, also at 8 p.m.

This past week, the MSC
Cross Country team was at the
N ew
Jersey
C ollege
Championships and both the
men’s and women’s teams turned
in solid performances. The m en’s
team, led by Wayne D ennis’
superb perform ance, finished
sixth inafieldthat was headedby
perennial power Seton Hall Uni
versity. Sharon Undo, who fin
ished 28th in a field of nearly 130
competitors, led the wom en’s
team to a strong eighth place
finish with Princeton University
setting the pace with their first
place finish.
Undo, with a personal hest
on the course of 21.56, led a
women’s team that performed
solidly in all phases o f the meet.
Rhonda Westbrook ran a strong
22.20 to finish in 35th place,
giving MSC a powerful one-two
punch for the season. Carla
Roberts, third for the MSC team
with a time of 23.55. Sherine
Titus, Maria Tchinchinian, and
Kara Ram borger rounded out the
field for MSC in the wom en’s
division.

W ithapersonal course best of
27.08, All-American Wayne Den
nis led the m en’s team to a superb
overall performance and was
named as a selection to the All
New Jersey Cross Country Team,
the first such selection since
Coach Blanton has headed fire
team. Finishing second and third
for the m en’s team were Hector
Rivera and John Brennan, with
course personal bests of 29 56
and 32.14 respectively. Jenabu
Williams and Barry Camhi, both
freshman, finished fourth and fifth
for the MSC team to round out
the team’s all- around excellent
performance.
The team has this week off.
MSC then plays host to the Red
Hawk Invitational on Oct. 17,
which is the team's lone appear
ance at home this season, unless
there is a natural disaster or an act
of God that would cause the
schedule makers to wake up.
Overall, the team is running well
and a marked improvement is
noticeable in both the technical
and mental aspects of the ath
letes. Witheveiyonehealthy, this
weekend will serve as a prepara
tion for the upcoming weeks of

